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Foreword
By the Chief Executive
Do you ever wonder is it
worthwhile getting up in the
morning? Or when you come
home in the evening can you look
yourself in the mirror and say “I
achieved something today”?
iw||  ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y
have a very challenging but
w|}  xD _    ~ 
its stresses and disappointments but it does bring its
rewards. One of the best is to hear from parents comments
like “Thank you for getting us back our son – we thought
we had lost him”.
As I visit the various services provided by the Agency I
never fail but to be impressed by the professionalism and
commitment of our staff. This applies not only to staff who
are in direct contact with victims, young people and families
but also to the staff in ﬁnance, HR and other areas of
administration. All take great pride in their work and in the
w|wy  | w  x { z {D
In the past year we took a long hard look at ourselves. We
also consulted with people who use our services, politicians,
staff from partner agencies and so on and asked them
for feedback on how they see our services and where they
thought we could improve. This resulted in a new Corporate
Plan for 2009 – 2011. It sets us new challenges and goals.

although we only missed our main target by one percentage
point, as measured by the NI Omnibus Survey. It was
particularly pleasing to see a big reduction in restraints of
young people in the Juvenile Justice Centre and a similar
reduction in the level of assaults by young people on staff.
There was also a substantial fall in the number of young
people admitted to the Centre from the care system. This is
an area we will continue to focus on.
We spent a lot of time preparing for the introduction of
the Criminal Justice (Northern Ireland) Order 2008. This
yz{z ~{ w} |  ~{ { f  o ~ e||{z{
f {y ~y~ { w{ }  } ~ f xw B ~{
introduction of new Agency-wide assessment tools and
the strategic development of information communication
technology. All of the above will make us more ﬁt for
purpose and greatly enhance our ability to reduce
offending by young people.
I would like to thank staff and partner agencies for making
2008-2009 such a productive year.

Bill Lockhart
Chief Executive

As we look back on our performance for 2008-2009 I am
pleased to report that we met 10 of our 14 targets, partially
{ w |~{ {B  |{ ~  | {{} w ~{ 
and were well on our way to meeting the remaining target.
Whilst it would be nice to report achieving all our targets I
think that we can truthfully say that they were challenging
and required us to really stretch ourselves. Progress was good
in meeting our reducing offending, developing restorative
y{B {} w|{ wz w w{ { | y z wz
managing resources key targets. Where we came up short
w  xz} y ¢z{y{  ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{yB
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cww}{{ Y {w
History and Statutory Background
j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y w {wx~{z w w [{y{

David Weir resigned from the post of Director of Community
Services with effect from 1 April 2009.

Agency, as recommended in the Criminal Justice Review,

j~{ cww}{{ X wz | ~{ W}{y  { x{ | 

on 1 April 2003. It was established to take on the range

~{ w{}y wz x{ ww}{{ | ~{ W}{y=

of responsibilities which, up to that date, had fallen to the

{w D W {  ~{ cww}{{ X wz y{

Juvenile Justice Board (a Non-Departmental Public Body),

the creation of the Agency are made in accordance with the

wz   zy{ w o ~ Y |{{y} i{y{D _  { |

Framework Document. Details of the salary and beneﬁts

|  [{y{ W}{y{ ~ ~{ d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{D

| ~{ cww}{{ X wz {x{ w{ zy {z  ~{

j~{ W}{y=  y |w{   { x c{ wz ~{
W}{y  z{y wyy wx{  c{B ~ }~  Y~{|
[{y{B |  ~{ z{{ | {y{ wz ~{ ww}{{ |
resources in accordance with this policy.

Remuneration Report on pages 50 to 53.

X wz c{x{= _{{
A Register of Interests is maintained by the Agency in
keeping with best practice, to record declarations of personal
or business interests which may conﬂict with responsibility as

W wz ex{y{
The overall aim of the Agency is to reduce youth crime and

w {x{ | ~{ W}{y= cww}{{ X wzD

 xz y ¢z{y{  ~{  ~ y{ {D j~{ W}{y

Details of transactions of the Agency with organisations

 w | ~{ z{ yw y{ { wz y x{

 ~y~ X wz c{x{ ~ z w {{ wz ~y~ y z

w }z{ ~{ w{B  wy~{} ~{ {= {w

potentially conﬂict with their management responsibilities

w wz x{y{D _zyw  ~w{ x{{ {  {w{ ~{

are disclosed in the Related Party Transactions note in the

success of the Agency within a framework of efﬁciency and

ﬁnancial statements on pages 93 to 94.

economy, consistent with the NIO Public Service Agreement

X{ h{{ < \{ Z{{ {

w}{ {w}  ~{ yw y{ {D j~{ W}{y
will contribute to this target by providing a range of services

W | {{ | ~{ W}{y= x{ |  ~{ {w wz 

aimed at crime avoidance by children. Further details can be

|{ z{{ {B yz} w {{wy~ < z{{ {

| z  ~{ e{w} < \wyw h{{D

activities, and the exposure of the Agency to risk is set out
 ~{ e{w} < \wyw h{{B wz  ~{ W}{y=

X wz c{x{

Corporate Plan 2008-2011 and Business Plan 2008-2009.

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  ~{wz{z x w Y~{| [{y{ ~

j~{ { y  | {w  |  ~{ {w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFO

  {z x w cww}{{ X wzD j~{ Y~{| [{y{

was £21,621k (2007-2008, £21,981k). Further detail is

|  ~{ {w {z} IG cwy~ HFFO w X b y~wD

provided in the Financial Review on pages 47 to 49.

j~{ y{ wz {x{ | ~{ cww}{{ X wz | 
~{ {w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFO w w |  P

International Financial Reporting Standards

Y~{| [{y{

Z X b y~w

Z{y  Y  i{y{

c Zwz m{

statements of government departments and other entities

Z{y  o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

c Wy{ Y~ww

in the public sector will be prepared using International

Z{y  Y zw i{y{

c f~ j {

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Following a revision

Z{y  Y  w{ i{y{

c cw ]}

to the implementation timetable, these standards have been

d  [{y{ Z{y 

c i~w{ b }w

d  [{y{ Z{y 

c bzw a{

The 2008 Budget announced that the annual ﬁnancial

adapted as necessary for the public sector and will be used
|  HFFOCHFGF  ~{ {ww  | ~{ W}{y=
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cww}{{ Y {w
ﬁnancial statements. In addition, comparative ﬁnancial

~y~ yz{ ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{yB ~w x{z 

information for 2008-2009 will be restated along with

[w iy~{{  ~{ [w Y   |  d ~{

opening balances at 1 April 2008.

_{wzD j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  | y {z  ~{

In practice, there will be minimal impact on the 1 April 2008
(and subsequently the 1 April 2009) opening balances, or
 ~{ W}{y= ¢wyw w{{D j~{ w wy |
the adoption of IFRS will be to the presentation of the main
statements; the disclosure of accounting policies; and to the
liabilities of the Agency which for the ﬁrst time will include
an accrual for employee beneﬁts (untaken holiday leave).

f  Xwwy{ i~{{ [{
There have been no signiﬁcant events which have occurred

[w iy~{{ wz {{ ~w w w{ w} 
delivered to staff.

[ {{ ~ Zwx{
The Agency is committed, where reasonably practicable, to
the retention of individuals who become disabled whilst
in its employment and, in addition, positively welcome
applications by disabled people for employment or
promotion. The average number of disabled people employed
in the year was 12 (2007-2008, average 8).

since the year end.

[ {{ Y w 

Pension Liabilities

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y {y }{ ~{  wy{ |

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y w{ { { y x  
four pension providers:

good industrial relations and is committed to effective
employee communications. Regular meetings are held with
{{{w{ | ~{ wz{    { ~ ~{ W}{y=

©

Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme GB (PCSPS GB)

industrial relations policy and arrangements.

©

Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme NI (PCSPS NI)

Charitable Donations

©

d ~{ _{wz b yw ] {{ e|¢y{=
Superannuation Committee (NILGOSC)

©

j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{ >jii?

Details of the above schemes are disclosed in the

The Agency did not make any charitable donations during
the year.

Payment of Suppliers

Remuneration Report on pages 50 to 53. The treatment of

Payment within 30 workings days

pension liabilities in the ﬁnancial statements is disclosed in

_ { ~ ~{ X{{ fw{ fwyy{ Y z{B ~{ W}{y=

the accounting policies note (Note 1) on pages 76 to 77.

policy is to pay all invoices not in dispute within 30 days,

^{w~ < iw|{

or within agreed contractual terms if otherwise speciﬁed

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  y {z   z} |  w||B

to pay 100% of invoices, including disputed invoices once

young people and visitors, an environment that is as far as

the dispute has been settled, within these terms. During the

possible safe and free from risk to health. The Agency will

{w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFO ~{ W}{y wz OLDH; >HFFMC

comply with all relevant Health and Safety Regulations.

2008, 95.0%) of all invoices received within the terms of its

[w e {

payment policy.

Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998 requires public

(may be over 30 days). The Agency has been set a target

Payment within 10 workings days

authorities to promote equality of opportunity and good

j~{ f{ c{= w{{ | N ey x{ HFFN { w

relations, to ensure that equality issues are integral to the

challenge to Government Departments to pay suppliers

whole range of public policy decision making. The NIO,

as soon as possible, with the aim of bringing forward all

8
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cww}{{ Y {w
payments to within 10 days. Following the guidance issued

In December 2008, the Agency launched an initiative,

x i ] e=Z {  GM d {x{ HFFNB ~{ Z{w{

“Working for Staff Health”. Its purpose is to improve the

and Agencies revised internal timescales for the processing

level of support and information provided to both staff and

and payment of invoices with effect from 1 December

management to secure a healthier workplace. The initiative

HFFND j~{ {| wy{ |  ~{ J  ~  IG cwy~ HFFO

not only strengthens our Occupational Health provision,

showed that 81.6% (2007-2008, n/a) of invoices were

but promotes a proactive approach to staff health and

paid within 10 working days following receipt of a properly

well-being. This initiative will be piloted for one year and

rendered invoice.

evaluated to ascertain the impact on sick absence across the

_ wzz B ~{ Z{w{ |  X{ [{{ wz
Regulatory Reform launched a new code of practice in
December 2008 to help increase the speed of payments
between customers and their suppliers. The prompt payment
code was developed in partnership with the Institute of
Y{z cww}{{ wz w  {wx~ w y{w wz
consistent policy in the payment of business bills. The
Agency has shown its support and commitment to the
principles of the code by becoming a signatory. Further
details regarding this are available at

Agency.

Accounting Responsibilities
The ﬁnancial statements of the Agency have been prepared
in accordance with a direction issued by Treasury in
pursuance of Section 7(2) of the Government Resources and
Accounts Act 2000.

Audit
The ﬁnancial statements of the Agency are audited by
~{ Y  { wz Wz  ]{{w >Y<W]? ~ 

www.promptpaymentcode.org.uk.

appointed by statute and reports to Parliament on the audit

Personal Data Related Incidents

examination. His certiﬁcate is set out in pages 70 to 71.

There were no incidents relating to personal data held by the
Agency that occurred during the year.

The notional audit fee of these ﬁnancial statements was
£18k (2007-2008, £15k).
j~{ Y~{| [{y{ ~w w{ w w{ {  w{

Sick Absence

himself aware of relevant audit information and to establish

The average number of days per employee lost through

~w ~{ Y<W]  ww{ | ~w | w D j ~

sickness absence during 2008-2009 was as follows;

knowledge, there is no relevant audit information of which

2008-2009 2007-2008
Location

No. of Days No. of Days

~{ Y<W]  ww{D
j~{ Y<W] w w z{w{ ~{ w  wy{
~w w{   {w{z  ~{ wz | ~{ W}{y= ¢wyw

Juvenile Justice Centre, Woodlands1 28.2

27.1

Other Service Directorates

12.7

13.0

NICS Staff

8.12

6.1

1

yz{ zw   w w { | zw { wz

assaults.
2

Data currently only available for the period April 08 to October

statements.

Bill Lockhart
Y~{| [{y{
15 June 2009

08. Average no of days lost for this period (4.7) has been
uplifted to provide a full-year equivalent for 2008-2009.
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Operating Review
Role and Task
j~{ Y~{| [{y{ | ~{ W}{y  w {x{ | ~{
NIO Criminal Justice Board, which aims to secure an
improved service to the public through better cooperation,
coordination and accountability in the administration of the
d ~{ _{wz yw y{ {D
The Agency delivers a range of services, often in partnership
with others. The emphasis is on helping children to address
their offending behaviour, diverting them from crime,
assisting their integration into the community and also
Fig 1: Youth Justice Agency Management Board during 2008-2009:
Back Row L-R: Shane Logan (Non-Executive Director); Phil Tooze
(Director of Custodial Services); Martin Gunning (Director of
Corporate Services); and David Weir (Director of Community
Services). Front Row L-R: Linda Kerr (Non-Executive Director); Bill
Lockhart (Chief Executive) and Alice Chapman (Director of Youth
Conference Service)

meeting the needs of the victims of crime. This is achieved
through shared standards, protocols and service level
agreements.
W ~{ {y{ z{{{z x ~{ W}{y w{ x{y 
inspection and review by the Chief Inspector of Criminal
`y{D j~{{ {y{ w w x{ x{y  {{ x

The Agency operates under the terms of a Framework

~{ d ~{ _{wz Y  { |  Y~z{ wz o }

Document which deﬁnes the responsibilities of, and the

People, the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission and

{w ~ x{{{B ~{ W}{yB ~{ d_eB c{ wz

~{ Z{w{ | [zyw D

fww{D j~{ Y~{| [{y{  { x{ |  ~{
efﬁcient and effective operation of the Agency in accordance
~ ~{ \w{  Z y{D o ~ y{  y 

There are three operational strands to the service provided by
the Agency:

separate from the functions of the Agency and is one of the

©

Community Services

responsibilities of the Criminal Justice Directorate of the NIO.

©

o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

j~{ W}{y= cww}{{ X wz q\} Gs    

©

Custodial Services.

management group and focuses primarily on operational
policy, planning and priority setting and monitoring of
business performance. The Agency has an Audit Committee,
y~w{z x w d C[{y{ Z{y B ~y~   ~{
Y~{| [{y{  zy~w}} ~ Wyy } e|¢y{
responsibilities in relation to risk, control and governance
and associated assurances.

10

A Corporate Services Directorate provides for the
management and delivery of personnel, ﬁnance, business
planning, information technology, statistics and research,
estate management and other support functions on behalf of
~{ Y~{| [{y{D
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Operating Review
Role and Task
Community Services
j~{ W}{y= Y  i{y{ w{ z{{{z ~ }~  yw xw{z wz
accessible facilities across Northern Ireland.
Community Services are tasked with supervision of youth conference orders
and plans, community responsibility orders, attendance centre orders and
reparation orders. Community Services delivers interventions designed to
challenge and support young people, empower families to support their
children, integrate young people into their communities and promote
reparation in order to prevent re-offending.
Community Services contribute to work with young people in custody with
~{ x{y{ | wy~{} w w|{ {  ~{ y D j~{ z{{ ~{
Agency bail strategy through the Bail Supervision and Support Scheme and
by providing access, in partnership with others, to intensive bail support.
j~ }~  {{  W{w Y~z{ wz o } f{ {= Y {{
and in co-operation with a range of statutory and voluntary sector bodies,
Community Services contributes to prevention services for children and young
David Weir,
Director of Community Services

people vulnerable to offending.
All community based services seek to build links with their local communities
to encourage appropriate diversionary activity, to respond to anti-social
behaviour and to provide opportunities for integration and reparation.
Independent evaluations of the Community Services model of partnership,
the Bail Support Scheme, and the community responsibility order have all
concluded that community based interventions are effective in changing
attitudes and behaviour of young people.

11
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Operating Review
Role and Task
o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{
o ~ y |{{y}  w { w{ w wy~ ~y~ x}  }{~{ ~{  }
person, family and victim to discuss the impact of the crime. It offers the young
person the opportunity to make amends to the victim and together they can
agree a plan of action which repairs the harm and contributes to the prevention
of re-offending. A conference is facilitated by a trained youth conference coordinator.
Referral to a youth conference can be either directed by the Public Prosecution
Service on a diversionary basis or as a court-ordered disposal.
o ~ y |{{y} | y{ P
©

{ww{ y{ wz {{} ~{ {{z | y

©

{~wxw{ y{ ~{{ {{  | {C ||{z} x ~{  } {  
of utmost importance;

Alice Chapman,
Director of Youth Conference Service

©

making amends for the harm done;

©

reintegrating the young person into the community;

©

repairing relationships;

©

participation of all people affected by the crime.

o ~ y |{{y} ~w   x{{ {¢{z wz z{{ {z  ~{   ~{{
independent evaluation and international experts now regard it as a world leader
in addressing, in a balanced way, youth crime, the concerns of victims and the
safety of communities.
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Operating Review
Role and Task
Custodial Services
Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre has been designed as a centre of national
and international excellence in secure care, offering a wide range of services
and support to help prevent young people from re-offending. It provides a
safe, secure and stimulating environment for up to 48 boys and girls between
the ages of 10 and 17 placed in custody.
Woodlands uses a child centred approach to challenge offending behaviour
wz wzz{ |{{ y~ y{D o } { { w{z y~  ~ ~{
Centre and complete work in line with the Northern Ireland curriculum. All
programmes of study are individualised and include a range of vocational,
occupational and essential skills courses. Parallel to the education
programmes are intervention programmes aimed at addressing personal
development, offending behaviour, health, and recreational needs. This helps
to prepare young people for return to their families and communities with a
reduced risk of re-offending.
Woodlands aims to deliver best value in custodial services for young people by:
Phil Tooze,
Director of Custodial Services

© Providing a safe, secure and caring environment;
©

Tackling offending by delivering programmes on victim awareness;

©

Addressing development, health, educational and recreational needs;

©

Reducing risk to self and others;

©

Preparing young people for their return to families and communities with
a reduced risk of offending; and

©

Having staff who are enthusiastic and committed in their belief that they
can help young people make life-changing choices.

Woodlands currently provides:
©

6 residential units

©

An education and vocational learning centre

©

Sports and leisure centre with swimming pool, ﬁtness suite, health and
ﬁtness programmes

©

Programmes intervention

A full inspection of the Centre was carried out by the Criminal Justice
_{y w{ d_  w{ HFFM wz ~{ { B x~{z  cw HFFNB w
very positive and conﬁrmed that Woodlands was a well managed facility that
provided many examples of good practice.

13
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Operating Review
Role and Task
Corporate Services
Corporate Services provide support and advice to the three service delivery
directorates of the Agency. It consists of 5 Branches:
© Human Resources functions include recruitment and selection, staff
performance management, learning and development, employee
relations, health and safety, staff welfare, managing attendance and
equal opportunities.
©

Planning and Communications Branch is responsible for the cozw  | ~{ W}{y= w{}y w}  y{ wz { }
| {| wy{ w}w x{ w w}{ wz x{y{B {w
and external communication, co-ordination of public relations events,
information technology policy and support and a centralised records
management facility.

©

Financial Management Services  { x{ |  w ~{ W}{y=
ﬁnancial policies and procedures, pay policy and payroll function for
over 300 staff, invoice and supplier payments, procurement and supplier

Martin Gunning,
Director of Corporate Services

control, processing travel and subsistence claims, petty cash control,
fraud policy and procedures.
©

Resource Accounts allocates and monitors annual budgets across the
Agency and provides monthly ﬁnance reports to the management board.
It also prepares the annual accounts, which are audited by the Northern
Ireland Audit Ofﬁce and are subsequently laid before Parliament and
x~{z w } ~ ~{ W}{y= ww { D W x{  z{}
system is currently being developed by the Branch.

©

Statistics and Research collate and analyse statistics in connection
with the three service delivery Directorates, which inform business
performance and development and identify emerging trends. It also
carries out research and publishes youth re-offending statistics on an
annual basis.

Y  w{ i{y{ ~w w { x |  ww}{{ | ~{ W}{y=
estate. It also provides a central point of reference for those requiring
information about the Agency.

14
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Operating Review
c  iw{{ wz lw{
The Youth Justice Agency has a mission statement and a set of values.

Values

Mission
Statement
“Our aim is to reduce
youth crime and to
xz y ¢z{y{ 
~{  ~ y{
system”

In seeking to achieve our mission statement we
will adhere to the following values
in all that we do:

Care for Children
© Y~z{= }~  x{  {y{z wz ~{ 
x{ {w{z ~ |w{B y{ wz {{yD

Respect for Victims
© j~{ {{z | y |  ~ y{
 x{ {{y{zD

Integrity
© ^ { wz {{  } {  ~} wz wy D

Our Staff
© iw|| w{     w w{ wz { w{ | y {z   } ~{  w
aspects of their work.

Continuous Improvement
© m{  {xwy{ y~w}{ wz {  z{{ y    {{ wz w{ w{ | 
money.

Equality and Diversity
© m{  {xwy{ z{ wz w{ y {z  {w |  wD

Inclusion
© m{  {y w}{ ~{ wy{ wyw  | y~z{B |w{B y wz y {D
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Operating Review
Review of Performance 2008-2009
Looking back over 2008–2009
j~{ {w  | ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y wz  wx 

©

Review of Public Administration

©

j~{ ] {{= {|¢y{y  }w{ yz} ~{
drive towards shared services

carry out its programmes of work are directly inﬂuenced by
the sentencing practice of the courts, the resources available

©

budget allocations

to the Agency and by legislative and policy initiatives,
wyw |  ~{ w | ~{ yw y{ {D
The Agency operates in a very demanding environment with
a growing volume and complexity of work undertaken and

©

d_ Z{w{ Y~z{= \z} wyw}{

©

fxyw  | ~{ { d_e E o ~ `y{ W}{y
Framework Document

w}w w xwy} z | w  y~w}{ wz z{{ {
yy} ~ ~{  ~ y{ { wz ~{ y{w

2007 Comprehensive Spending review (CSR 2007)

©

cw  {{  {{  wz {w {{ 
services.

feature of efﬁciency within the Comprehensive Spending
Review 2007.

During 2008-09 a number of strategic reviews and initiatives

Signiﬁcant developments which took place during the year

were undertaken and/or implemented across the Agency

and which had the potential to impact upon the Agency to

with a view to improving future operational effectiveness,

varying degrees included: -

corporate governance arrangements and ensuring

©

Implementation of the Criminal Justice (NI) Order 2008
which seeks to build better public protection structures

compliance with statutory responsibilities. These included:
©

2011 including consultation with staff and stakeholders

through better management of offending
©

_{{w  | ~{ Y~w{ |  o ~ `y{ ~

©

suppression of 15 teaching posts

Y{w  | w c{w ]   h{zy} e||{z}
to provide strategic oversight and direction and increase

©

h{C{wx~{ | ~{ c{w ixCY {{ 

©

[wx~{ | ~{ [zyw  wz i W~ 

©

[wx~{ | w b{w} wz i \    

providers
©

Agency

skills agenda for young offenders in Northern Ireland
Wy  w w} |  ~{ e\cZ\c j{ o{w iw{}

©

Processing of Criminal Cases in Northern Ireland
©

occupational health provision and promote a proactive

Implementation of Criminal Justice Inspectorate for
Northern Ireland report on Unavoidable Delay in the

Introduction of the Working for Staff Health initiative
pilot, the aim of which is to strengthen Agency

|  Y~z{ wz o } f{ {
©

[wx~{ | w W}{y _j Y {{   z{ w
strategic overview of the delivery of IT services across the

cross-government work on education / learning and

©

[wx~{ | w W}{y [{w \z} fw{
to manage and control funding allocations to external

Y~z{ wz o } f{ {
©

Publication of the new Juvenile Justice Centre Rules (NI)
2008

cross-departmental collaboration within Northern Ireland
©

Discontinuation of the provision of education services
within Community Services and the consequent

Northern Ireland
©

Fundamental review of the Corporate Plan for 2009-

approach to staff health and well being
©

Undertaking of staff survey to identify/determine
Agency strengths, areas for potential improvement

Publication of an NIO consultation paper on Alternatives

and to provide a comparison with previous staff survey

to Custody

results in 2005
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Initiatives and events undertaken in 2008-2009 aimed at

comprising representatives from all directorates and at

improving stakeholder and public awareness of the Agency

various grades to devise corporate strategies to address

included:

areas for improvement

©

Launch of a fully refreshed Agency website

©

Opening of new premises in Ballymena and Dungannon

©

Staging of an Agency photographic competition open to

©

Re-tendering of an Independent Representation Scheme

all schools and youth clubs throughout Northern Ireland

provided at Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre and an

designed to give young people the opportunity to express

enhanced/improved service established

their ideas about how to reduce youth crime with entrants

Introduction of a common assessment process for

asked to focus on the themes of how to avoid getting

 } { { wy  ~{ W}{y >o ~ `y{ W}{y

into trouble; staying safe and making their community a

Assessment) which includes ROSH (Risk of Serious Harm),

x{{ wy{ q\} H < Is

©

©

wz W_cH >{w ~w| x{~w ? {{{
©

©

Agency for BBC Newsline which was broadcast on

_{{w  | ~{ W}{y= h{zy} h{Ce||{z}

consecutive evenings in October

- Framework for Practice. This framework has been based
upon restorative principles and aims to balance the

©

©

xB cf=B  yw  yw {{{w{ wz £{w

through a range of interventions delivered at an intensity

 w q\} Js
©

inﬂuential groups such as the Irish Commission for

f xw  X wz    ~ ||{z{  {y |  ~{

Restorative Justice, a Norwegian Justice delegation, and

greater Belfast area

~{ Y~w | ~{ o ~ `y{ X wz |  [}wz < mw{
q\} Ks

Piloting of a Regional Initial Assessment Tool (RIAT)
©

Introduction of Agency policy and guidance on the
reporting of serious incidents to underpin an established

y~ y~z{  ~{ Xw}  w{w q\} L < Ms
©

wy  d ~{ _{wz q\} Ns

from any serious incidents
©

meetings, Community Safety Partnership meetings, and

Other signiﬁcant developments during 2008-2009 included:
Implementation of the new Public Protection

Delivery of presentations to various conferences and
public events such as local District Policing Partnership

CJINI report on corporate governance in the Agency.

©

Participation in a multi-agency programme to deliver a
knife crime awareness campaign to year 8 school children

and clear system for recording, reporting and learning

Implementation of the recommendations contained in the

Sponsorship of and participation in a North Down
Drugs and Alcohol Conference attended by over 120

amongst young people

©

The hosting of fact-ﬁnding visits to the Agency from

f{ww  |  ~{  } | w   W}{y E

designed to accurately assess drug and alcohol misuse

©

A series of brieﬁngs to, and visits to Agency premises

needs of the young person, the victim and the community
proportionate to the level of risk of re-offending
©

j~{  zy  | w ~{{ w {{  ~{ o ~ `y{

local councils
©

The hosting of a series of local community awareness

Arrangements NI (PPANI)

raising events and open days at venues including

©

o`W Yw `y{ ez{ HFFN _{{w  f {y

Portadown, Lisburn, Bangor, Omagh, and Newry

©

Continuing work in relation to the devolution of policing and

©

Participation in a number of community engagement
events organised by the NI Policing Board.

y{D
©

Consultation with stakeholders in connection with a
corporate plan for 2009-2011.
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Fig 2: Overall photographic competition winner Karolina Urbanska
receives her prize from John Harrison, from sponsor Harrison
Photography; Bill Lockhart, Chief Executive, and local television
personality Dan Gordon

Fig 6: Speakers at the North Down Drugs and Alcohol conference
included Gene Fitzpatrick, local comedian and event compere; Kirsty
McMurray, DJ with Cool FM; Jim Weir, FASA, and Stephen Farry,
Alliance MLA

Fig 3: The winning entry in the photographic competition

Fig 7: Over 120 school-children from 5 local schools attended the
North Down Drugs and Alcohol conference

Fig 4: Agency Chief Executive, Bill Lockhart is interviewed for Dutch TV

Fig 5: Frances Done and Graham Robb from the Youth Justice Board
were presented with shamrock during their visit to Community
Services West Belfast. Looking on is local manager Tony O’Neill and
a parent of one of the young people whom they met

18

Fig 8: Paul Goggins, NI Criminal Justice Minister and Duncan
McCausland, PSNI Assistant Chief Constable with a young
member of the audience at the launch of the knife crime awareness
campaign
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Inspections by the Criminal Justice Inspectorate NI

Delivery Against NIO PSA Targets

j~{ {y  {   ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w

The Agency contributes towards the NIO PSA targets which

published in February 2008. The report concluded that the

are centred on two broad themes:-

o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w z{{} w {||{y{ wz

©

useful service for victims of crime and young offenders”.

Make Communities Safer – tackling crime, reducing
reoffending and increasing public conﬁdence in policing

The report highlighted that staff and management were

to increase public perception of safety

totally committed to providing a restorative conferencing
system which worked equally well for both victims and

©

Justice for All – reducing time to trial in dealing with

young offenders and reached the conclusion that the

offenders, increasing public conﬁdence and improving

“Inspectorate remained convinced in principle of the value

y wz { w|wy   ~{ yw y{
system.

| ~ { w{ w wy~  yw y{¬D e| ~{
11 recommendations, 7 have been implemented in full,

j~{{ fiW z{ ¢{ Z{w{w iw{}y ex{y{

two have been partially implemented (ongoing), while

>Zie=? { x ~{ d_e |  ~{ HFFN ¤ HFGG { zD j~{{

the remaining two are incomplete. Of the two incomplete

Zie w{ y  y} x {  wyw |w  ~{ d_e=

recommendations, one will be implemented during the 2009-

Criminal Justice Directorate to take lead responsibility –

2010 year and a decision has yet to be taken on our ability

DSO3: to deliver an independent fair and effective criminal

to deliver the other in full.

y{ { ~y~   wz  {y ~{ y D

The inspection report on Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre was

The PSAs are supplemented by Key Performance Indicators

x~{z  cw HFFND j~{ {  | z ~w ~{  } | y

wz w}{ |  wy~{{{ x cwy~ HFGG ~y~ yz{P C

on the individual needs and problems of young people provides
the right environment for staff to use their skills in order to

©

Reducing more serious violence, including tackling
serious sexual offences

bring about positive and lasting changes. The report also noted
that the centre has a “strong child care ethos” but with “high

©

[wx} { {  |{{ w|{  ~{ y {

levels of security and safety designed into the Centre.” Of the

©

Reducing re-offending

©

Increasing public conﬁdence in the fairness and

38 recommendations, 26 have been completed and work is
ongoing in relation to the remaining 12.
The inspection report on corporate governance was
published in June 2008. In publishing the report Kit Chivers,

{||{y{{ | ~{ yw y{ {
©

yw y{ {

the then Chief Inspector, said “Since its launch in 2003, the
o`W ~w w{z }¢yw  w { ~  { z | {D

Improving victim and witness satisfaction with the

©

Shortening the time taken to progress criminal cases in
~{ Y  Y B cw}w{= Y  wz o ~ Y D

Inspectors found there is a sound organisational structure in
wy{  {{ ~{ o`W= {w  w{ {||{y{ ww}{z

Z} HFFNCHFFO ~{ W}{y= y x   wz ~{

wz ~{ o`W cww}{{ X wz  z{ w } z y  w{

delivery of these PSAs, DSOs and Key Performance Indicators

foundation on which further organisational growth can

and targets included: -

be developed”. Of the 11 recommendations, 7 have been
implemented in full and 4 partially implemented as at the

©

   ~ ||{z{  {y  ~{ }{w{ X{|w w{w

IG cwy~ HFFOD m   y }  wzz{} ~{{ J
recommendations.

Y {y{{ | w   W}{y E f xw  X wz d_

©

Y w  | {wy~  }w{ ~ cbWB w
spokespersons, key Assembly Committees and local
councils
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©

c{zw x{¢} ~{z ~ w x{ |  yw {w{

^}~}~ | ~{ o{w

©

Launch of fully refreshed Agency website to coincide

During 2008-09 highlights included:

~ ~{ W}{y= K~ w{wD
As part of its communications strategy, the Agency has
undertaken a wide range of events and activities aimed at

©

Y{w  | w f  o ~ e||{z{ f {y

©

_{{w  | w y   o ~ `y{ W}{y
W{{ >o`WW?  y{ |   } { {D

increasing awareness of and conﬁdence in the Agency and
z{ yw y{ {D j~ ~w  {z yy{| 

©

Agency participation in a BBC Newsline feature on

that overall awareness levels of the Agency, as measured by

youth crime which included interviews with the Chief

the independent NISRA Omnibus Survey, have increased from

[{y{B w  yw Y  i{y{ ww}{B

11% in January 2005 to 22% in January 2009. Using the

[zyw  wz f }w{ w|| ~ m zwz ``YB

same survey, conﬁdence levels in relation to the effectiveness

w  } ||{z{ > z{z x _yz{ o ~?B w y

of the Agency in dealing with young people accused of

of youth crime and a parents support group facilitated

crime, have risen from 41% in January 2008 (the ﬁrst time

x ~{ W}{y q\} Os

conﬁdence has been measured) to 44% in January 2009.

©

Hosting of a study visit by Norwegian Justice delegation.
This committee had been appointed by the Norwegian
Parliament to examine ways of reducing the use of
prison for children aged 15-18 who have committed
crime. Their remit also included examining scope for
z{{ } {}w   {y w { w{ y{
wyy{  ~{ yw y{ { q\} GFs

©

l x _~ { w{ y{ {{{w{ ~y~
included the involvement of local magistrates and
z}{

©

Participation by young people from Woodlands Juvenile
`y{ Y{{  w e\cZ\c   {z  ~ z{xw{
w i   q\} GGs

©

Contribution from young people at Woodlands Juvenile
Justice Centre to an NIO sponsored schools awareness
campaign highlighting the dangers of carrying a knife
q\} GHs

©

Piloting of a Regional Initial Assessment Tool designed
 wyyw{ w{  } { {= z} wz wy ~ 
misuse

©

Publication of the CJINI report on corporate governance

©

Publication of the CJINI report on Woodlands Juvenile
Justice Centre
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©

Publication in June 2008 of an evaluation of the
Attendance Centre Order commissioned by the NIO and
o ~ `y{ W}{yD j~{ ¢z} | ~{ z {{
extremely positive showing very high completion rates

©

Receipt by a member of staff at Woodlands Juvenile
Justice Centre of a Criminal Justice long service award
for commitment and dedication

©

Wwy{  z{z  X{|w c{  w Y {}{ 
the development and delivery of a course on Community

Fig 9: A young victim of youth crime is interviewed by the BBC
Newsline crew

Safety.

Fig 10: Alice Chapman, Director of the Youth Conference Service with
two representatives of the Norwegian Justice delegation

Fig 11: OFMDFM Junior Ministers Jeffrey Donaldson and Gerry Kelly,
along with NI Assembly Speaker William Hay (centre), who presided
over the youth debate proceedings

Fig 12: a scene from the NIO knife crime drama production which
was presented to an audience of young people at Woodlands
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Performance against Key Targets
j~{ c{ { | {{ { w}{ wz ~{{ {{ y w{z  ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y X{ fw |  HFFN¤HFFOD
The Agency met ten of its key targets, one target was partially met and the remaining three were not met. Further details are
provided below.

KEY BUSINESS
AREA

KEY PERFORMANCE TARGET

PERFORMANCE REPORT

PERFORMANCE REPORT

2007-2008

2006-2007

REDUCING

GD OK; | w y~z{ x{y  w

Target met

OFFENDING

Juvenile Justice Centre Order will

W y~z{ x{y  w ``Ye ~w{

have a re-integration plan.

had a pre-discharge meeting and a

d y wwx{ w}{

discharge plan devised.
2. Achieve an 85% compliance

Target met

rate within the statutory

96% compliance rate achieved.

d y wwx{ w}{

timeframe for all children who are
x{y  w y  z w
supervised by the Agency.
INCREASING

3. Achieve an increase in public

Target not met

CONFIDENCE

conﬁdence in how the Agency

44% conﬁdence rate achieved - as

IN THE YOUTH

deals with young people accused

measured by Omnibus Survey.

JUSTICE AGENCY

of crime from 41% to at least

d y wwx{ w}{

45%, as measured by the
Northern Ireland Omnibus Survey.
4. 85% of youth conference

Target not met

reports to be returned to court

79% of reports were returned

within statutory timescales.

to court within the statutory

d y wwx{ w}{

timescales.
DEVELOPING

5. At least 80% of referrals to

Target met

Target met

RESTORATIVE

result in a youth conference and

90% of referrals have resulted in a

Offender participation rate

JUSTICE

of those, at least 70% of young

conference.

of 88%.

offenders to be satisﬁed with the

Offender satisfaction rate of 94%.

Offender satisfaction rate
of 94%.

outcome.
LD cww w y w{zwy{

Target met

rate of at least 60% for youth

ly w{zwy{ w{ | LL;D

conferences and of those, at least

ly w|wy  w{ | NL;D

75% of victims to be satisﬁed
with the outcome.
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KEY BUSINESS
AREA

KEY PERFORMANCE TARGET

PERFORMANCE REPORT

PERFORMANCE REPORT

2007-2008

2006-2007

DELIVERING

7. Following the introduction of a

Target partially met

POSITIVE

common risk assessment system,

Common risk assessment is

OUTCOMES FOR

all young people referred to the

in place. Target met within

YOUNG PEOPLE

Agency under a court order to

Woodlands JJC. Not yet evidenced

have an assessment of risk and

in other Directorates due to

strengths completed within 4

insufﬁcient IT capacity.

d y wwx{ w}{

weeks of the commencement of
the order.
ENSURING SAFE

8. All new admissions have a risk

AND APPROPRIATE

assessment conducted within 24

USE OF CUSTODY

hours.

Target met

Target met

Target met

Target not met

10. At least 90% of young

Target met

d y wwx{ w}{

people remanded by the Courts

195% commenced within target

to have a bail assessment

period.

9. No escapes from the Juvenile
Justice Centre.

completed within 5 working days.
11. Reduce the levels of physical

Target met

restraint by 5% compared with

Reduction of 69% achieved.

d y wwx{ w}{

2007.
MANAGING

GHD cww {{z{ ~

RESOURCES

approved budgetary limits.

Target met

Target met

Target met

d y wwx{ w}{

14. At least 75% of staff to

Target not met

d y wwx{ w}{

conﬁrm that their learning and

72% conﬁrmation rate.

GID fx~ wz w ~{ W}{y=
audited 2007-2008 Annual
Report and Accounts before
Parliament prior to its summer
recess.

development needs are being
met.
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f{| wy{ w}w Z{{ { ex{y{
j~{ X{ fw |  HFFN¤HFFO w {  w y {~{{ wz y~w{}}  }w{ | HH z{{ { x{y{
for the Agency, 18 of which were met in full, 3 were partially met and the remaining one was not met. The following chart
 z{ w x{| {| wy{ {  w}w {wy~ x{y{D

KEY BUSINESS AREA
REDUCING OFFENDING

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE REPORT

1. Compile 2006 youth offending rates

ex{y{ {

for court orders supervised by the Agency

Data collated and comparative analysis

and produce a comparative analysis

y {y{z |  xyw   cw HFFOD

against 2005 baseline ﬁgures.
2. Implement the new Public Protection

ex{y{ {

Arrangements Northern Ireland (PPANI)

Implementation overseen by cross-Directorate

legislative requirements in relation to

Steering Group. Work stream delivery

young people.

completed on time.

3. Contribute to the implementation of

ex{y{ {

the Northern Ireland regional strategy for

Agency played a lead role in developing

the prevention of offending by children

a regional “Strategy for the Prevention of

and young people through strategic

e||{z} x Y~z{ wz o } f{ { 

inﬂuence and technical support.

Northern Ireland”. Health and Social Services
Boards also accepted proposal for the setting
up of an Agency-led regional group to drive
this strategy.

JD [wx~ w W}{y z{ w{} | 

ex{y{ {

addressing priority youth offenders on

f    W}{y E fXd_ f  o ~

Juvenile Justice Centre Orders.

e||{z{ f {y y {y{zD j{w x{yw{
fully operational on 6th April 2009.
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KEY BUSINESS AREA

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE REPORT

INCREASING CONFIDENCE

5. Deliver a Communications and Public

ex{y{ {

IN THE YOUTH JUSTICE

Relations strategy which raises awareness

A series of PR activities and events were held

AGENCY

of and conﬁdence in the work of the

throughout the year to raise awareness of and

Agency among stakeholders.

conﬁdence in the Agency. Awareness levels
increased to 22% and conﬁdence levels to
44%.

6. [zyw{  } { { {|{{z  ~{

ex{y{ {

Agency about the harm of drug and

All young people with an identiﬁed need

alcohol abuse (in response to the ﬁndings

have been provided with an appropriate

of the January 2008 Omnibus Survey).

intervention. RIAT (Regional Initial
Assessment Tool) pilot operating in
Community Services.

DEVELOPING RESTORATIVE

7. Implement the reducing re-offending

ex{y{ {

JUSTICE

w{} ~ }~ w { w{ y{

Framework agreed and action plans prepared

framework across the Agency.

by work streams.

8. Review the relationship between the

ex{y{ {

Agency and others engaged in restorative

Protocols are currently under discussion with

practices.

Community Restorative Justice Schemes
wz ^z{xw o } e||{z{ Y{{D
h{w ~ ~ ~{ f  o ~ e||{z{
f {y  x{ { {zD

9. Implement the agreed

ex{y{ {

recommendations of the CJINI (Criminal

Completed.

Justice Inspection Northern Ireland)
{y  | ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{
Service.
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KEY BUSINESS AREA

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE REPORT

DELIVERING POSITIVE

10. Implement the strategy for mental

ex{y{ {

OUTCOMES FOR YOUNG

health in relation to young people.

Key elements of implementation now in place.

11. Implement a system to measure

ex{y{   {

satisfaction levels of young people and

Carried over to 2009-2010.

PEOPLE

families with the services they received
from the Agency.
12. Develop a social inclusion pathways

ex{y{ {

model for all young people and families

Z{ | [zx}~ Wwz iy~{{ {z w

referred to the Agency.

an Agency-wide approach for delivering the
Pathways model - model will be developed in
w}{D [ w    ~w w{ wy{ 
suitable social inclusion models and methods
of measuring targets.

13. Pilot a drugs and alcohol screening

ex{y{ {

and assessment tool for use within the

Pilot of the Regional Initial Assessment Tool

W}{y  z{|  } { {= {{z

(RIAT) for alcohol and drugs initiated and

and inform appropriate interventions.

297 young people assessed between February
HFFN wz cwy~ HFFOD

ENSURING SAFE AND

14. Implement the new Juvenile Justice

APPROPRIATE USE OF

Centre Rules and devise Agency standards New Juvenile Justice Centre Rules commenced

CUSTODY

and associated policies as appropriate.

ex{y{ {
in November 2008. Associated policies and
procedures devised.

15. Implement the agreed

ex{y{ ww {

recommendations of the CJINI Inspection

W cww}{{ _| w  i{ ~w x{{

of the Juvenile Justice Centre.

developed for the collation of key datasets
including restraints, single separation
and self-harm, and is now operational.
Other databases being developed to
capture educational attainment and
programme completion. Action on other
recommendations is ongoing. This work is not
due to be completed until June 2009.

16. Develop closer working links with

ex{y{ {

^z{xw m z o } e||{z{= Y{{D

Regular contact now exists at senior
management level and a number of staff
exchange visits have been undertaken.
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KEY BUSINESS AREA
MANAGING RESOURCES

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE REPORT

17. Commence the roll out of a mental

ex{y{ {

health ﬁrst aid training programme to all

Working for staff health initiative launched

staff within the Agency.

Z{y{x{ HFFND c{w ~{w~ ¢Cwz
w} y {y{z  cwy~ HFFOD

18. Implement the agreed

ex{y{ {

recommendations of the CJINI Inspection

Of the 11 recommendations, 7 have been

of Corporate Governance within the

implemented and 4 partially implemented

Agency.

to date. Progress is monitored by Audit
Committee.

19. Develop a comprehensive case

ex{y{ ww {

management system which will enable

An interim management information system

the Agency to provide a more efﬁcient

has been developed and is being reﬁned for

and effective service to meet the

implementation in June 2009.

individual needs of young people who
offend.
20. Review and produce integrated

ex{y{ ww {

performance standards across the Agency.

Performance standards have been produced
for some but not all areas. Work is continuing
towards completion.

21. Complete a scoping study to enable

ex{y{ {

the Agency to meet its responsibilities

Interim database operational in Juvenile

under Section 75 of the Northern Ireland

Justice Centre and will be rolled out across

Act 1998.

~{ W}{y w ~{ Yw{ cww}{{ i{
becomes operational.

22. Prepare for the introduction of

ex{y{ {

Account NI (effective from April 2009)

Resource Accounts staff involved with NIO

~ }~ wyw   ~{ d_e= ~w{z

Financial Services Division to prepare for

services programme.

implementation.
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Community Services Review
The past 12 months have provided an opportunity for the
Community Services directorate to consolidate the work in
{w   ~{ {  |  } { { ~ w{ x{y

in Systemic Family Therapy. In addition eighteen staff have
begun their studies with the University of Ulster and are
working towards achieving the Post-graduate Certiﬁcate in
h{ w{ fwyy{ q\} GIsD

 w  { B w ~ { ~ w{  o ~
Conference Orders and Plans. During the year staff worked
~ MNJ  } { {B ~ {{ x{y  o ~ Y |{{y{
ez{ wz MM  } { { ~ {{ x{y  W{zwy{
Centre orders, Community Responsibility and Reparation Orders.
e| ~ { ~ {{ x{y  o ~ Y |{{y{ ez{ wz
w w x{  z ~w{ x{{ x{y  { ez{
(1,234 Orders / Plans made during the year). Underpinning
all of the work of the Directorate is the ethos of restorative
practice, engaging with the young person to assist them to
take responsibility for the harm caused, supporting them to

Fig 13: YJA Community Services staff receive their Post Qualifying
Social Work Awards certiﬁcates

make amends for their behaviour and enabling them to make
reparation to the victim.
_ wzz   ~ { ez{ z{y {{z x ~{ o ~
Justice Agency, the directorate has supported the delivery of
other statutory Orders such as Juvenile Justice Centre Orders
and Probation Orders, contributing to the workplans and
providing interventions to challenge offending behaviour.
Additional pieces of work have also been undertaken with
children and families following referrals from other sources such
w  yw i{y{ wz o ~ Z{  | B  {}w}{  w
voluntary basis. In these instances the focus of work has been
to intervene and divert the young person from the Criminal
Justice System. Increasingly this year has seen a reduction in
the numbers of voluntary referrals and increasing focus on the
delivery of statutory Orders and plans.

Community Services staff remain closely involved with young
people who are remanded or receive a custodial sentence
and are placed in either Woodlands or Hydebank wood. Their
role is to continue interventions with these young people
and contribute to the planning process for release whilst
supporting families to continue playing an active role in
~{ y~z= |{D j~{  { | ~{ \w i  m { ~
the Juvenile Justice Centre has been key to maintaining
relationships between the young person and their family and
over the 12 month period 25 young people and their families
have been worked with and 83 sessions have been held with
them. Central to this is the role of the Bail Support team who
this year have continued to offer a service to young people
remanded in custody through the Courts. Over the past year,
staff in the team undertook 142 assessments resulting in 51 bail

A consistent theme throughout the work of the Directorate

support packages being offered to the Court. Unfortunately the

has been and will continue to be the importance of family

bail fostering team no longer offers placements to young people

members in supporting young people to address their

but the tailor-made response to individual young people via the

offending behaviour. Twelve staff from within the Agency

[{ _z{ e f {y ~w{  z{z   GF ~  y wy

and an additional six staff from voluntary organisations,

with young people per week.

Wy  |  Y~z{B [{ wz d_WYhe w|| ~w{ {y{{z
training in Systemic Family therapy to enable them to
support families in making positive changes. These staff are
currently working towards achieving the Foundation award
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within the last 12 months and as a result a new policy
and procedure has been implemented. This will be further
reviewed in the coming year.
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Fig 14: Michael Burns, YJA Community Services with Kelly Gilliland
and Owen O’Neill from the Eastern Drug and Alcohol Co-ordination
team with the RIAT assessment tool

Fig 15: The Community Services team from East Belfast give Sir Reg
Empey MLA, leader of the Ulster Unionist Party and Anne Beattie,
Mayor of Castlereagh an overview of the work of the Agency during
the Tullycarnet jobs fair

Fig 16: Mark Durkan, SDLP MP/MLA met staff and parents during a
visit to the Youth Justice Agency ofﬁces in Foyle

Fig 17: John McCallister, Ulster Unionist MLA for South Down paid a
visit to the Community Services ofﬁces in Downpatrick

Fig 18: Mitchel McLaughlin, Sinn Fein MLA for South Antrim learns
about the Agency during a recent visit to the Newtownabbey and
Larne ofﬁces. (L) to (R) Denise O’Neill, Bill Lockhart, Chief Executive,
Mitchel McLaughlin MLA, Harry Bradley, and Mary Brannigan

Fig 19: Naomi Long, Alliance MLA was accompanied by party
colleague Cllr Maire Hendron during a visit to Community Services
East Belfast
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One of the key areas of intervention for staff from the

Increasingly we are staking opportunities to meet the public

directorate has been their contribution to delivering a pilot

and share information about the Agency, having a day in

Regional Initial Assessment tool for drugs and alcohol with

the Buttercrane Shopping Centre in Newry for example,

young people (RIAT) and making the links with specialist

making presentations to the District Policing partnership in

providers for scaled interventions. The results from this pilot

Armagh and attending cross-border awareness-raising event

are very encouraging and the feedback from the Agency is

in Castleblaney.

such that this tool may now be rolled-out to a wide range of
}ww   } ~  } { { q\} GJsD

Overall the Directorate is seeking to hold young people to
wyy B  {{ wz ww}{ o ~ `y{ W}{y

The Directorate has continued to support the work of Impact

Orders robustly yet provide opportunities for young people

in West Belfast to address car-related offending and has

and their families to address those issues that have led

been working hard within local communities to identify

to offending and assist with reintegration back into local

opportunities for young people who have offended to make

communities.

reparation in their local communities and make a positive
y x    y{D [w{ | y~ wy{ ~w{
included young people being involved in delivering leaﬂets in
east Belfast to publicise an employment fair and links being
established with Colin Glen in west Belfast, where young
{ { ~w{ z{w{ y {w    q\} GKsD

W ~{ {z | cwy~ HFFOB Zw{ m{ ~{ Z{y  |
Community Services left the Agency to take up a new
 D ^{ ~wz x{{ ~ m~{¢{z wz ~{ o ~ `y{
Agency for over 24 years and during that time he had
witnessed huge changes in the Criminal Justice System
and had been at the core of developing services to

The key to making a positive impact on children and young

intervene with children and families who were either at

people at risk of offending is early intervention. Thus whilst

risk of becoming involved in offending or being placed

the Agency clearly has a remit to work with those young

 yw{D Zw{ { {z y {  } {w ~ ~ w

people who are referred via the Public Prosecution Service

range of statutory and voluntary organisations and was a

and Courts, Community Services staff in the local areas

champion for early years intervention as a means to divert

have been involved in supporting both local and regional

young people. He will be sadly missed by the Agency but

initiatives designed to divert young people away from the

{ ~ ~ {  ~ {  { q\} HFsD

Criminal Justice System and link them with appropriate
preventative services. In order to support this, an early
intervention co-ordination has been appointed.
Challenging offending behaviour effectively, improving
employability for young people, providing opportunities for
them to take responsibility, yet managing any risk posed to
the community as a result of their behaviours are the key
areas of intervention addressed by the directorate. Therefore,
as part of the Agency strategy to increase awareness of this
work and promote public conﬁdence in what we do, various
groups visit our ofﬁces and meet young people and their

Fig 20: Dave Weir (3rd from left) pictured with Community Services
Assistant Directors Thompson Best, Mary Brannigan and Michael
Heaney at his farewell reception

|w{  ~{w wx  ~{   ¢ ~wz q\} GL C GOsD

A breakdown of Community Services caseload for 2008-

 { ~w{ x{{ w{  ~w{ cbW= wz y 

2009 can be found at Appendix 1.
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The last twelve months saw delivery of the youth conference
across all court districts and Public Prosecution Service
regions.

Quality of performance has been maintained during the
{wD ly wyw  z} HFFNCHFFO y{w{z | 
the previous year by 9% to 66% and the youth conference
continued to compare favorably internationally. Likewise,
participation by young people remained very high at 90%,

j~ }~  ~{ {w ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ {y{{z

with satisfaction with the outcome of the conference at 93%

over 1,600 new referrals from courts and the Public

and the level of young people who would recommend the

Prosecution Service (PPS). This represented a reduction of

conference to another young person at 90%.

16% compared to the previous year, although the youth
conference remained the predominant disposal of the youth
court with around 50% of all court disposals being a referral
for a youth conference.

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y wz ~{ f xw  X wz |  d_
>fXd_? y {y{z w {   w{ |     }
||{z{D W   o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ wz Y 
i{y{ {w ~ ~{ W}{y  {z ~ fXd_ w|| 

The high quality standard of the youth conference was

pilot for 2 years the delivery of enhanced accountability and

ww{z wz ~ w {y }{z x ~{ y }

intervention for high risk young offenders in the Greater

y w|wy  w{D ly w|wy  {

X{|w {} D W {  {y {||{y{{ {   x{

recorded 89% satisfaction with the youth conference

x~{z  cwy~ HFGF q\} HHsD

and nine out of ten would recommend attending a youth
conference to other victims.
The year saw several inward study visits to observe and learn
about the delivery and effectiveness of the youth conference
within Northern Ireland. Delegations included visitors from
~{ h{xy | _{wzB [}wzB wz _w w | ~ 
observed a live youth conference with the opportunity to
{{ y wz  } ||{z{ q\} HGsD
Fig 22: A brieﬁng session to raise awareness of the work of the new
Priority Youth Offender Project

j~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ wyw{z  w x{ |
awareness raising events throughout the year with local
communities, with high proﬁle events in Portadown, Newry
wz Xw}  q\} HI C HLsD
o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w|| w{ y {z  y  
improvement and learning. This was ably demonstrated when
w x{ | { o ~ Y |{{y{ Y zw  {y{{z
a Certiﬁcate in Restorative practices from the University of
Ulster in recognition of the high quality service in preparing
Fig 21: Visitors from an Irish restorative justice delegation and
members of the Agency’s senior management team meet in Waring
Street HQ

and facilitating youth conferences for young offenders and
their victims.
W x{wz  | ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ yw{ wz | 
2008-2009 can be found at Appendix 2.
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Fig 23: Roger Davison, Regional Director with the Public Prosecution
Service and Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief Executive, launch the new
Youth Conference: Your Decision leaﬂet in Omagh

Fig 26: Alice Chapman, Director of the Youth Conference Service
persuades audience members to act out a scene at the local
awareness raising event in Newry

Fig 24: Speakers at an awareness raising event in Bangor included
Stephen Donaldson, Public Prosecution Service; District Judge Bates;
and Karen Booth, FASA. Also pictured are Alice Chapman, Director
and Kelvin Doherty, Assistant Director, Youth Conference Service

Fig 27: OFMDFM Junior Minister Gerry Kelly makes time for a game
of chess with two of the young people during a visit to Woodlands
Juvenile Justice Centre. Looking on is Kevin Vernon, Unit Manager

Fig 25: Youth Conference Co-ordinator Paula McCune networks with
representatives of local community groups during an awareness
raising event in Portadown

Fig 28: Owen Paterson, shadow Secretary of State for NI (centre)
with Brian Grzymek, NIO and Agency Chief Executive Bill Lockhart,
during a visit to Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre
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The authors of the report, who had visited many secure

Custodial Services Review
The past 12 months has been an extremely busy but
successful time for Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre with
over 350 admissions to custody during that period. The

{wx~{  [}wz wz mw{B iy wz wz d ~{
Ireland, also commented that the design of the building was
one of the best they had seen.

average number of young people in custody at any one time

The Centre has been involved in, and consulted on, a number

was 27 and reached a peak of 35 during April 2008.

of policy developments including the NIO strategy for the

Staff and young people alike are well settled into the
new surroundings (which became operational in January
2007) and over the course of the year have adapted well
to the publication of the new Juvenile Justice Centre Rules

management of women offenders. Woodlands and Hydebank
m z o } e||{z{ Y{{ ~w{  {z  { y { 
exchange ideas about good practice and to ensure a smooth
transition of young people between both facilities.

(NI) 2008 and the introduction of a revised Independent

Woodlands has hosted a number of visitors throughout

Representation Scheme which is providing an enhanced

~{ {w yz} e\cZ\c `  c{ ]{ a{B

service for young people in custody.

Z\f \wy{ c{ d}{ Z zzB Y {w{ i~wz 
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that Woodlands was a well managed facility that provided
many examples of good practice. To date work has been
completed against 26 of the 38 recommendations and is
ongoing in the other 12 areas.

spokesperson for Northern Ireland Owen Paterson, Chair
| ~{ o ~ `y{ X wz |  [}wz wz mw{ \wy
Done, and an All Party Assembly Group on Children and
o } f{ {D iw|| ~w{ w  {z y { ~ X{|w
c{  w Y {}{  ~{ z{{ { | w y{~
course for mature students and this has resulted in two

2008 also saw the publication of a national report on the

separate groups visiting the Centre. Woodlands also allowed

use of physical restraint in secure establishments. Woodlands

a television crew into the Centre for the ﬁrst time to carry out

was praised in the report for being an establishment which is

some background ﬁlming and to interview staff as part of a

successfully reducing its use of physical restraints and has now

x wz{ ~{{Cw {{ |  XXY d{{ q\} HM C IFsD
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ﬁgure of 74 represents a signiﬁcant reduction on the previous
{w= ¢}{ | GMHB wz yw x{ x { z  w |  PC
Month

No of instances of
Physical Restraint

April

4

cw

5

June

10

July

1

Aug

14

Sept

7

Oct

7

Nov

7

Dec

2

Jan

5

Feb

4

cwy~

8

Total

74

Fig 29: Jim Begley, Deputy Director, Woodlands Juvenile Justice
Centre (left) and Dave Weir, Director of Community Services,
welcome members of the All Party Assembly Group on Children &
Young People to Woodlands
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established to oversee the production of an educational
drama on knife crime. In return for their efforts, the
production team then staged the ﬁrst viewing of the play
to a group of young people at Woodlands who, as well
as performing the role of critics, were able to see how
their initial views and ideas had positively inﬂuenced the
development of a knife-crime awareness campaign ultimately
delivered to schools throughout Northern Ireland.
Fig 30: Students from Belfast Metropolitan College are pictured with
Jim Begley, Deputy Director, Woodlands (4th from right) and Kevin
McKeaveney, Course lecturer (3rd from right) during their visit to
Woodlands

Staff at Woodlands are always keen to explore opportunities
for young people to become involved in policy development

j~{ [zyw  wz b{w} Y{{ {w w ~{ ~{w |
Woodlands and provides a range of vocational, occupational
and essential skills courses. These are complimented by a
range of intervention programmes to tackle the causes of
offending.

and thus have their voices heard. Two young people from

Woodlands continues to use AQA (Assessment and

Woodlands attended and participated in a Northern Ireland

Qualiﬁcations Alliance) Units which are short, modular areas

o ~ z{xw{  ~{ W{x Y~wx{ w i  B ~ {z

of study that give young people focus to their learning.

x e\cZ\c `  c{ `{||{ Z wz  wz ]{

These are stand-alone accreditation units which are a means

Kelly. A further two young people undertook a guided tour

of rewarding achievement in the build up to completing a

of Parliament Buildings at the personal invitation of NI

national qualiﬁcation. A total of 191 young people achieved

[zyw  c{ Yw w hw{ q\} IGsD

673 individual certiﬁcates as follows:CURRICULAR AREA

Fig 31: Admiring the view from the steps of Parliament Buildings two young people from Woodlands who took part in the NI Youth
Debate in the Assembly Chamber
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NUMBER OF
CERTIFICATES

Y_j_p[di^_f

30

f[

165

Xki_d[ii ijkZ_[i

34

][e]hWf^o

4

^ec[ [Yedec_Yi

100

cki_Y

11

fi^[

11

^ehj_Ykbjkh[EiY_[dY[

16

ICT

146

WhjEfejj[ho

146

[d]b_i^

3

YWh c[Y^Wd_Yi

7
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background research being carried out by the Agency on

focus is on practical skills – work is undertaken and outcomes

youth alcohol / underage drinking and on the prevalence

are photographed. An accompanying portfolio containing a

and dangers of carrying knives. Feedback on the latter

log, the photographs and related literacy / numeracy work

was subsequently fed into a working group which NIO had

>~w ~  z{}  {z}{?   zy{zD o }
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people are awarded a Basic Skills Certiﬁcate, a Level 1

[djho G

4

Certiﬁcate or a Level 2 Certiﬁcate depending on their results.
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9
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25

with the teaching and learning that has taken place. 22

b[l[b H >]Yi[ { }wz{ YCW@?

6

students gained Single Award Qualiﬁcations at Level1/
b{{ H q{w{  W@C Y >w ]Yi[ b{{?  ~{ dw w
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AREA OF STUDY
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have their Level 1 portfolios moderated in June 2009. As
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and received a glowing report, highly commending the

cejeh l[^_Yb[

14

facilities, the young people and the teaching staff. This third
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6
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1

year, 2009-2010.
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In addition, 23 young people achieved Level 1 certiﬁcates

1

and a further 8 achieved Level 2 Food Safety Certiﬁcates.

¤ G kd_j _d [WY^

These are industry standard qualiﬁcations.

We hope to extend the areas in which young people
can achieve an Occupational Studies qualiﬁcation in the
next academic year; units are currently being written for
Construction: Bricklaying, Digital Technology and Sport and

In relation to family services, the focus of work over the
past year remains - direct work with families; consultation
for staff - case discussion and advice on interventions;
 

Leisure.

~{   |  |w{Q   |  ~{ o ~
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knowledge and skills through training and consultation;

Y yw  wz [{w iP d{wy E Wyw 

encouraging communication and co-working between staff in

of Number as a means of mapping the progress of and

the custody and community directorates. During 2008-2009

y{|}  } { {  [}~ wz cw~{wyD o }

families have been keen to stress the importance of initial

{ {  }{ |  [ b{{  b{{ G >{w{ 

engagement and feeling supported and involved. Comments

]Yi[ b{{ ]wz{ Z C ]  ~{ dw w gw¢yw 

on family work include - “It got my son and me talking

\w{ ? wz b{{ H >{w{  ]Yi[ b{{ ]wz{ W@

again.”, “Good to be listened to.”, “Felt supported.”, “Chance

- C) during the academic year.

to talk.”, “Cleared up some things.”
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certiﬁcates were achieved by 55 students as follows:-
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5

carers from the greater Belfast area and has continued to

[djho H

4

be very successful. Referrals for the group come from both

[djho I

24

custodial and community services and, from April 2009,

b[l[b G >]Yi[ { }wz{ ]CZ?

22
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the group have regularly expressed the positive experience

\  [{w iP d{wy E Wyw  | dx{B
a total of 80 certiﬁcates were achieved by 69 students as

they have and the beneﬁts that attendance and support has
x }~ ~{ q\} IHsD

follows:-
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During 2008-2009 the Programmes Department developed
an innovative, individual programme based on concepts of
~{ ] z b{ c z{¬ ~y~ | y{   w  wz
~{ {}~ xw{z w wy~D c { {  {{z 
assess the impact of this initiative, but it is hoped that it will
 {  ~w{ w{  { | w} w  } { = {|
efﬁcacy and goal setting abilities.
Partnership working with other agencies including the NI Fire
and Rescue Service, the Police Service of Northern Ireland,
_cfWYjB WiY[hj wz e  o ~ ~w y {zD
Fig 32: Family worker Jacqui Downey facilitates a meeting of the
parents group

Presentations have been given to our young people by the

In terms of programme work, one of the most signiﬁcant

and Simon Community. Their perspectives have given us all

developments during 2008-2009 was registration with the

food for thought and we look forward to consolidating those

e{ Y {}{ d{  >eYd?D j~ {wx{z  } { {=

partnerships in the forthcoming year.

work within Programmes to be accredited. 4 courses are

Staff development and training needs continue to progress

now registered with OCN - focusing learning on drugs and

positively in Woodlands with 75% of eligible staff achieving

alcohol, stress management and personal development.

dlg b{{ I  o ~ `y{B ~  ~{ xwy w¢yw 
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requirement for social care workers within the Centre. A

ing skills. This complements the work of the educator and

number of these staff (four) have progressed to complete, or

reinforces to our young people that they have the ability to

w{  ~{  y{ | y {} b{{ J >{}~?D j~{ Y{{=

achieve and succeed in a way that is meaningful to them.

staff development strategy has enabled 2 staff, who have
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building continues to underpin many of the programmes

staff have entered their last year and will hope to achieve

delivered.

their social work degree in June 2009 via the challenging

Advancing staff skills has been another focus of development

vi yw m  x Zwy{ b{w}=   w h x{
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commenced the same course.

transferred to practice and feedback is that staff are feeling

Three staff members achieved diplomas in Cognitive

more committed, conﬁdent and enthusiastic about this

X{~w  j~{w wz vjw ~{ jw{=B eYdB b{{ I

method of intervention, which can only but beneﬁt young

Z} wz Wy ~  fwy { Wwz w WiY[hj ~{ {
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for 20 Woodlands staff on their “Protective Behaviours

wwz  b{wz{~ wz cww}{{  Yw{ i{y{¬
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psychologist, co-working with social care staff. Woodlands
nursing staff have co-facilitated programmes with the social
care staff in sexual health and a relationship programme for
adolescents which have fully engaged young people to think
consequentially.
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Princes Trust, Action Cancer, Samaritans, Alcohol Anonymous
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As part of an initiative to prevent teenage suicide, a
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deliver ASIST training events (Applied Suicide intervention
training) in Woodlands. We have trained 75 staff from
Woodlands and over a hundred other people from various
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Aid and Homestart at ten separate training events.

Corporate Services Review
The Agency launched an initiative “Working for Staff Health”
~ {||{y |  Z{y{x{ HFFND j~{ {wy~} x{y{

Other training during 2008-2009 included First Aid training;

is to improve the level of support and information provided

Z{C\xw  w}Q w}  c w w _{{}

to staff and management to secure a healthier workplace,

wz vf {y{ X{~w  wz Z {y l {y{

facilitate staff rehabilitation and improve management of

Ww{{=D m~ ~{ {y{  | ~{ Z{C¢x w}B w

sick absence. While it is early days the initiative is already

events further developed staff skills and knowledge to deliver

showing positive results. There are a number of elements

intervention programmes thus ultimately improving service

~ ~{ m } |  iw|| ^{w~¬  {yD

provision.
It is always pleasing when staff receive external recognition
for their achievements and this year is no exception, with
Louise Ormsby, Programmes Co-ordinator at Woodlands,
receiving a “Long Service Award for commitment and
dedication” at the 2008 Criminal Justice Awards. She was
{{{z ~ ~{ wwz x d_e Yw `y{ c{B
fw ] }} q\} IIsD

Fig 34: New Independent Occupational Health consultant

Occupational Health Consultants
The Agency engaged the services of Occupational
Health Consultants from the private sector to
strengthen management and control of sick absence
and provide medical advice to staff. For the 4-month
Fig 33: Louise Ormsby receives her “Long Service Award for
commitment and dedication” from Paul Goggins, NIO Criminal
Justice Minister

{ z Z{y{x{ HFFN  cwy~ HFFOB JI w||
members were referred to our Occupational Health
Y w q\} IJsD

An analysis of the admissions to custody during 2008-2009
can be found at Appendix 3.

Health Promotion
A number of organisations have been engaged to
provide advice and support to staff on physical
wz {w ~{w~ {D _ cw HFFOB {w£{
promoting the various aspects of healthy living will
be issued to all staff along with a comprehensive
manual on managing attendance.
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Voluntary Health Screening
As part of its preventative approach to managing
staff absence, the Agency has contracted the
Occupational Health Consultants to arrange for
screening in the following areas:
© Blood pressure
© ^{}~ E m{}~ E X z cw _z{
© Cholesterol levels
© Glucose levels
Health Surveillance
The Agency has a number of operational posts within

Fig 35: Local Community Services North Belfast manager Paul Ryan
is interviewed by BBC Newsline

Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre which require
staff to work shifts and/or during the night. Health

A summary of the Corporate Services recruitment statistics

surveillance assessments will be carried out to ensure

for 2008-2009 can be found at Appendix 4.

that these staff members receive the best medical
advice.
h{~wxw  wz h{w}
A rehabilitation and retraining provider has
been engaged to undertake physiotherapy and
psychological therapies for staff and which will
underpin management of attendance.
The number of invoices processed for payment by the Agency
during 2008-2009 was 9,322 and, of these, 96.2% were
paid within 30 days. A 10-day target was introduced in
December 2008 and 81.6% of invoices were paid within the
timeframe.
The Annual Report and Accounts for 2007-2008 were laid
before Parliament and published in July 2008.
Over 60 public relations events were facilitated throughout
the year including the production of a three-part series
x wzyw x XXY d{{ q\} IKsD
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Adrian had also moved out of the unit to supported living

Wzw >  ~ {w w{? ~wz x{{ }  w y~z{=

keep to his agreement.

unit for two years as a result of a care order. At the time he
w {|{{z  ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ ~{ ~wz {
contact with his parents who were separated, although he
would occasionally see his three other siblings who were all
in foster care.

accommodation in another area allowing him to be closer to
his family. It became evident that Adrian was struggling to

His attendance at sessions became sporadic but the
o ~ `y{ W}{y Y  i{y{ w|| {{{{z
in trying to re-engage Adrian and to remind him of his
commitment to his plan and of the consequences should
he fail to comply. Following further missed appointments

Adrian was involved in an incident in Newcastle in autumn

it was agreed that a non-compliance meeting would be

2007 and was later charged with allowing himself to be

held and return to court papers were drawn up for Adrian

yw{z  w  { {~y{D Z{  ~{ w{ | Wzw=

to sign. This, coupled with Community Services repeated

y~w}{ w {x{ | w|| |  _cfWYj w {z  ~{

efforts to re-engage with Adrian, had the desired effect

conference to outline the danger Adrian had put himself and

and he ﬁnished his agreed plan to a satisfactory standard

other road users in and the potential consequences of his

within the allocated timescale.

actions. In the conference Adrian expressed genuine remorse
for his actions and the following plan was passed at Court.

Once Adrian re-engaged with his plan he engaged well with
the staff delivering the programme and states that he has

Adrian agreed to:

learnt from this experience. He is still residing in supported

©

m{ w {{  ~{ w||  ~{ y~z{= 

accommodation and is in part-time employment. He also

apologising for his behaviour.

hopes to take his driving test in the near future and has more

©

Y {{ w  | L {   _cfWYj= yw
crime programme.

©

Y {{ w  | L {   {{ £{y{B
decision making and the risk of offending behaviour
 {z x o ~ `y{ W}{y Y  i{y{

regular contact with his parents and siblings.
The success of this particular plan would not have been
possible without the determined efforts of a range of staff
~ ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{yD j~{   |  yw
{y{B ~ wy{z w ~{ w w{ wz z{  Wzw=
{z |w   wz ~{ { {{z x _cfWYj 

Due to the Christmas holidays there was a delay in some

making their programme available to Adrian, also proved

of the programmes starting so a number of weeks had

crucial.

passed before his plan began in earnest. By this stage
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Over 90% of victims who attend youth conferences are
w¢{z ~ ~{  y{{ wz y {  {zD
^{{ { yB ]{ ]x B {w{ ~{ {{{y{ |
w  ~ y |{{y{ w  z  XXY hwz k{= Zw
Like This” programme.

He did promise to pay back all the money. He could earn
extra pocket money every week by cleaning windows and
that he would try and make the money up that way and
that he would also make something for the hall that he
had stolen from, such as a table or a stool. When I looked
at this young boy, when he was trying to explain to me
~  ~{  z w{ ~ {w  {B _  zz{ |{

c zw}~{  w x{ wz { zw w ~{ |{{ {{

w y w  |  ~ ~w _ y z= x{{{D j~{ w}{

  wz ~{ {{  w w}{ x  wz ~  } x  yw{

went out of me and I thought, this young boy, is he going

 wz ~{  { B w { {wx{  |  {D j~{ ~ {

 }  wU _ w { wz ~w y~ w  } x  y z

family were very annoyed and angry; my daughter herself

end up like this, I thought his background is terrible, he

w ww{z x ~{ ~ { ~}D m{ zz=    w

~w= ~wz w   |  ~ {B ~{ ~w= ~wz w

the time but apparently the boy was 15 years old and if

family. In the course of an hour or so I went down from

  w{ z{ GN ~{ yw{  w{ { x ~{ o ~ `y{

being very angry with somebody who had victimised my

Agency and it is part of their role, if a young person offends,

daughter to wanting to mother him, to take him home

that you meet up with them. They asked if we could attend

and encourage him to have a better life. When I look back

a conference to meet up with this boy. The young boy was
brought in and we also had representatives from the police,
~ f xw  e|¢y{B ~ yw{ ww}{ wz ~{ o ~ `y{
Agency lady and myself.
This boy was well dressed, clean and tidy and not what I

 ~w zw  w}~ { w { D o      {w
yw= x{ z}{w wx  w {D
Gwen subsequently received an award for “Outstanding
Contribution from within the Community” at the 2008
Criminal Justice Awards q\} ILs.

expected. He was asked to explain to me about the crime
and he told me exactly how he did it and why he did it. I was
still quite angry with him at that stage because he had put
my child through such an awful thing, but I was then given
the opportunity to explain to him my side of the story and I
told him how that meant that my daughter had no income
wz ~{ y z= w ~{ xD _ wz   ~w{ w y~ y{B  
can go one way, which is continuing the way you are going
or you can change your lifestyle. I said you can try to work
with others and improve yourself and have a good life and a
} z |w |{ wz _=z {  {{   z } ~wD Wz ~{
I said that his eyes lit up a bit and I could see this boy has
{{ x{{ {y w}{zB ~{= {{ x{{ x }~   z
 {~} { ~D _  |{ |  ~ ~{D
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Fig 36: Gwen Gibson receives her “Outstanding Contribution from
within the Community” award from Paul Goggins, NIO Criminal
Justice Minister
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As well as the four mandatory participants (with her mother

C, a 16 year old female, was referred for a youth conference

Y  i{y{  { >x ~ w{w wz foef?

in April 2009, for offences of disorderly behaviour and

and the PSNI ASBO Ofﬁcer.

resisting arrest in August 2008. As C had six previous
youth conference referrals (ﬁrst three being diversionary)
and persisted in her re-offending, she was immediately
wy{z ~ ~{ f  o ~ e||{z{ f {y >foef? | 

w w w{ wz?B Y=   {y{  ~ y |{{y{
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From this, an agreed plan was proposed, and accepted by the
Y B ~y~    x{}  {z wz   {z x foefD
The three speciﬁc requirements of the plan were:-

allocation.

©

w {{ | w  }  ~{ w{}  y{ |¢y{Q

C had also been referred for a Pre Sentence Report and as a

©

w {zyw w ww{{ {  ~ ~{  y{Q wz
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©
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2006. Although her offending behaviour had been of the

Wzz w  ~B Y  x{ x{y  w yy{ |  

more petty nature and did not particularly pose a risk to the

which will include those signiﬁcant others in her life, who

public, its persistence, and her low levels of desistance, was

will meet regularly with her key-worker, to ensure cohesion

concerning and likely to escalate her commission to custody.

wz wyy wxD \~{ {B Y=  ~{B ~ ~w  {z

C had special educational needs and was of limited

extremely difﬁcult to effectively engage, will be offered

{{yw wxD ^{ {w ~ ~ ~{ c ~{B ~

continued and intensive support and guidance.

had mental health difﬁculties, was extremely volatile and
had resulted in C being voluntarily admitted to residential
care in the past.
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Child Protection Policy and Procedures
The Agency is committed to the protection of children and
young people from abuse and seeks to achieve this by operating
safe, secure and caring environments that address the needs of

management level (steps 1 and 2) and two complaints were
ongoing at year-end. One complaint was referred to the
ICR for investigation and was subsequently resolved to the
y ww= w|wy D

the child whilst reducing risk to and from others. All children,

The report of the Independent Complaints Reviewer for

staff, parents and representatives of other organisations who use

2008–2009 is reproduced below:-

or have contact with Agency services are encouraged to be alert

o ~ `y{ W}{y Y w HFFN¤HFFO C h{  x

to and report any concerns about abuse. All concerns, whether

` z X{}B _z{{z{ Y w h{{{

past or present, will be responded to in keeping with these

“When things go wrong, or when people think they have,

principles and procedures.

they need to be able to rely on public bodies to treat their

The Agency has a published Child Protection Policy

complaints seriously, own up to mistakes and to try to resolve

z y{ ~y~  y wx{ ~ ~{ Z^ii<fi }zwy{

matters in a helpful way. The Independent Complaint Review

“Co-operating to Safeguard Children”.

service provided by my colleague Elizabeth Derrington and

During 2008-2009 a total of 51 child protection allegations
were received by the Agency. Five related directly to incidents
which occurred within Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre.
j~{ {wz{ {w{z 

yy{y{ z{ ~{ zy 

of the Agency (eg; incident occurred before young person

myself provides a free and effective complaints review and
resolution service for people whose complaints the Youth
Justice Agency has been unable to settle. Our review considers
what service people can reasonably expect from the Agency
and whether required standards were met in their case.

came into contact with the Agency) and were as a result

We settle complaints:

of disclosure by children to members of staff, disclosure

©

matters forward;

by family or other representatives of the child, and arising
through assessment processes. The child protection policy

through advice and assistance, which helps people take

©

through resolution, by agreeing steps to be taken by the

was followed in each case and referrals made to the

Agency that will settle matters to the satisfaction of both

appropriate authorities. No amendments were required to

parties;

existing Agency policy and procedures. Further details are
contained at Appendix 5.

©

through adjudication, following investigation and full
consideration of the issues.

Complaints Charter

Following adjudication, if we ﬁnd that things have gone

The Agency has an easy to understand and responsive

improvements to the Agency’s service. The Agency has agreed

complaints procedure which encourages anyone who feels

to act on ICR recommendations. If there are any special

they have been treated unfairly or inappropriately by the

reasons why this is not possible, the Agency will offer a

Agency to speak out so that concerns can be addressed.

written explanation to the ICR and complainant.

Lessons learned from complaints will be used to improve and
inﬂuence the development of Agency services.

wrong, we can recommend redress for the complainant, or

ICR team members are skilled complaint handlers and
the ofﬁce has a reputation for fairness and impartiality.

W z{{z{ w{y  ~{ W}{y= y w  y{ 

We welcome independent scrutiny of our quality of service

delivered through an Independent Complaints Reviewer (ICR).

and are recipients of the BSI complaints management

During 2008-2009 a total of 24 complaints were received

standard. We publish clear information about our service

by the Agency, a reduction of almost 50% on the previous

and communicate with people in a manner that meets their

{w= ¢}{ | JLD W x { {{ { {z w w  yw

preferences. We have video links with the Agency so that
young people or their representatives can speak with us face
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We respect the privacy of complainants and do not publish
information about them or their case or discuss individual
cases with the media or any other third party, although we
may refer to the kind of issues raised to explain the causes of
complaints and how they can be avoided. As far as possible,
we respect a complainant’s wishes and protect sensitive
personal information, however, we do need to exchange
information about the complaint with the Agency to ﬁnd out
important facts about it. We are able to see all of the relevant
ﬁles and information for the purpose of investigation, but
have no authority to release it to a complainant or any other
third party. Requests for data or information must be made
direct to the Agency.

Agency and was dissatisﬁed with the response he received.
In line with our normal procedure we examined Mr A’s
complaint in order to establish whether it might be possible
to resolve his concerns by agreement. Mr A conceded
that this might be possible if the Agency recognised the
inappropriate nature of communication with him, and
that in dealing with his complaint about this, it had
not followed its own procedure. He wanted that Agency
to apologise to him for these shortcomings. Following
my representations to the Agency, it accepted that the
conversations that took place with Mr A were inappropriate
and agreed that a senior manager would write to him to
apologise. Mr A was satisﬁed with this outcome to his

During the year, the Agency recorded 21 internal complaints.

referral and this brought our consideration of the matter to

12 of these were resolved at step 1 (“talk to a member

a close.

of staff”), 8 at step 2 (“complain to a senior manager”)
and only one at step 4 (referral to the ICR). 18 of these
complaints were made about Custodial Services, which is
perhaps not surprising in light of the potential for contentious
engagement with clients. In any event, this is a very low
number, considering the extent and type of contact Agency

Learning points: Following resolution, the Agency agreed
that complaint guidance should be amended to ensure that
it encompassed all potential complainants and explained
clearly how they could take matters forward within the
Agency. I also suggested consideration of a ‘fast track’
approach to the ICR.

staff have with clients and their families. It demonstrates that
people are generally satisﬁed with quality of service and this

During the reporting year I was pleased to visit regional

reﬂects what we ﬁnd during Agency visits.

ofﬁces and to attend the Youth Conference Service Away
Day, when I had a chance to talk to Agency staff about my

We are pleased to report that in 2008-09, few people have
needed to contact the ICR Ofﬁce for help. I have only carried
out one full complaint investigation, which did not arise
from a referral from a service user but from a professional
social worker, who had contact with the Agency on behalf

role and the value of complaints. These visits help us to learn
about the Agency’s work directly from its clients, staff and
stakeholders and we hope that they give young people more
conﬁdence to take any concerns forward. Our planned visits
this year include the Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre.

of a client. I was able to settle the complaint by agreement,
however it did identify ways in which the Agency could

Finally, we acknowledge the co-operative way in which the

improve its complaints process and these learning points were

Agency works with the ICR ofﬁce; the commitment to good

accepted and taken forward.

complaints handling demonstrated by the Chief Executive
and his senior team; and the interest taken in these matters

Case Study

by the Agency Board, which receives quarterly reports on

Mr A complained to the ICR about the ‘abusive’ content of

complaints. I look forward to continuing to work with the

conversations that had taken place between him, acting

Agency to ensure that customer service remains at the

in his professional capacity as a social worker, and a

forefront of its strategic and operational decision-making.”

representative of the Youth Justice Agency’s Conference

Further detailed statistics are contained at Appendix 6.

Service. Mr A had previously raised his complaint with the
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Freedom of Information

The Agency is committed to fairness and inclusivity with

The Freedom of Information Act 2000 provides a general

victims for whom it provides a service. It recognises the best

right of access to information held by public authorities

interests of the child with whom it works are of importance

 ~{ ka x{y  y{w {{ D _  {z{z 

whilst aiming to simultaneously balance the needs of victims.

promote a culture of openness and accountability amongst

j~{ W}{y ~w x~{z w ly Y~w{ ~y~  z{

public sector bodies, and therefore facilitate better public

guidance on treating victims according to their particular

understanding as to how public authorities carry out their

needs, both as victims and as an individual. It takes account

duties, why they make the decisions they do, and how they

of vulnerable victims and the need to consider cultural,

spend public money.

racial, religious and sexual identities of victims.

The Agency displays on its website the processes by which

Health and Safety

information requests can be made.

The Agency accepts the responsibilities as outlined within

During 2008-2009 the Agency received 6 requests for

the scope of the Health and Safety at Work (NI) Order

information under the Freedom of Information Act and 3

1978. The Agency will, therefore, do all it can to ensure

requests for personal information under the Data Protection Act.

the full commitment at all levels of management and the

Data Handling

cooperation of all members of staff in order to meet its
obligations under this legislation.

The Agency has a responsibility to safeguard the information
it holds, both in electronic and hard copy format, and has in

The Agency also accepts its responsibility to safeguard the
health and safety of all young persons placed into custody
and other persons who are not its employees who may be
visiting, or working at any of the premises occupied by the
Agency.
The Agency has reviewed and implemented a revised Health
and Safety strategy which meets the diverse needs of the
overall organisation. In particular, each Directorate has

place data security procedures which mirror those of NIO to
{ ~{  | y  { | ~w | w D _ ~w
complied fully with the NIO data security reviews and has
undertaken an extensive programme to provide encryption
on all Agency laptops and stand-alone PCs. All staff received
awareness training on data security issues.
There have been no recorded breaches of data security within
the Agency during 2008-2009.

identiﬁed the Health and Safety risks which apply to the
services they provide. A robust reporting mechanism has
x{{   wy{   z{ ~{ cww}{{ X wz ~
the essential data required to manage health and safety risks
across the Agency.

Sustainable Development
j~{ W}{y  y {z  ~{ ] {{=  y 
sustainable development as set out in the Northern Ireland
Sustainable Development Strategy and in its day to day

During 2008-2009 there were a total of 9 recorded assaults

activities it strives towards maintaining the best possible

on Agency staff by young people, all of which occurred

environmental performance.

within the custodial environment of Woodlands Juvenile
Justice Centre. This represents a considerable reduction on
~{ {  {w= ¢}{ | HLD \~{ z{w w{ y w{z
at Appendix 7.
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The Agency has in place a policy on sustainable development
to be applied across the organisation and all staff have been
tasked to comply with the procedures.
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Looking Forward to 2009-2010

The main developments planned for 2009-10 include:

The Agency will continue to build upon its achievements and

© f  w   fXd_Eo`W    ~ ||{z}  {y

focus on organisation development, evaluation of services

for the Greater Belfast area

provided and enhancing public awareness of the services it

© Review the operation and organisational structures of

provides. A fundamental review of the Corporate Plan for

Y  i{y{ wz o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

2009-2011, in line with the Comprehensive Spending Review
2007, has been carried out and included consultation with
staff and stakeholders. As a result of this review the Agency
will have 4 key business areas:

© Develop a human resource strategy to compliment the
Corporate Plan 2009-2012
© _{{ ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y {w {{ 
strategy

© i } ~{ z{{ | y{
© Reducing offending
© Safety
© cww}} { y{

© [ww{ ~{ m } |  iw|| ^{w~¬   y~{{
© Implement an action plan to address areas for
improvement identiﬁed in the 2008-2009 staff survey
© Implement the agreed recommendations contained in
the Review Report on the Use of Physical Restraint in
i{y{ i{}  [}wz wz mw{
© Introduce an enhanced suite of information assurance
policies and procedures in line with NIO guidelines.
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KEY BUSINESS AREA

KEY PERFORMANCE TARGET FOR 2008-2009

SUPPORTING THE DELIVERY

KPT 1: 85% of youth conference reports completed within statutory requirements

OF JUSTICE

KPT 2: At least 85% of referrals to result in a youth conference and of those, at least 80%
of young offenders to be satisﬁed with the process
KPT 3: Achieve a victim attendance rate of at least 60% for youth conferences and of
those, at least 80% of victims to be satisﬁed with the process
KPT 4: 90% of young people remanded to the Juvenile Justice Centre for one week or
more to have a bail assessment commenced within 5 working days

REDUCING OFFENDING

KPT 5: 90% of young people under community supervision complete their orders
KPT 6: All young people referred to the Agency under statutory orders to have their risk of
offending and other needs assessed and appropriate plans developed
KPT 7: All young people under a Juvenile Justice Centre Order (JJCO) leaving custody
will have a reintegration plan in place for the statutory supervision period within the
community

SAFETY

KPT 8: No escapes from within the Juvenile Justice Centre
KPT 9: cww w w{ | {w  {  w{w}{ ~w w {z {y{ y{{ 
[}wz < mw{
KPT 10: All children in custody for 7 days or more to be screened for mental health needs
and, where necessary, referred on to appropriate services

MANAGING RESOURCES

KPT 11: cww {{ | {{z{ ~ w {z xz}{w 
KPT 12: Publish and lay audited and unqualiﬁed 2008-2009 annual report and accounts
before Parliament prior to its summer recess
KPT 13: Achieve Investors in People re-accreditation
KPT 14: At least 80% of staff to conﬁrm that their essential learning and development
needs are being met to a satisfactory level

W |~{ HF z{{ { x{y{ ~w{ w x{{ { |  HFFOCHFGFD Z{w | ~{{ yw x{ | z  ~{ W}{y=
Corporate Plan 2009-2011 and Business Plan 2009-2010 which was published in June 2009. Copies may be obtained via
the Agency website:D ~y{w}{yD} D
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Pay Costs
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Pay costs also fell compared to 2007-2008 and is largely

Limit voted by Parliament. The total cash requirement for the
year from NIO was £21,342k (2007-2008, £20,012k).

due to the 2007-2008 outturn including a £1m provision
for a pension liability to cover the cost of making certain
allowances of a number of staff at the Juvenile Justice
Centre part of their pensionable pay, which was released in

Resource Costs

this ﬁnancial year due to its inclusion within the year-end

The total net expenditure of the Agency for 2008-2009 was

ww  | d_b]eiY {  z{¢yD [yz} ~ {B

£21,621k and is compared to the previous four ﬁnancial

pay costs rose by 3.4% which can be attributed to the net

years in the table below.

effect of pay rises of up to 3%, increases in the provision
for early retirement costs, less savings from the mid year
departure of Community Service teachers and a number of

Income

vacancies across all four Directorates.

During 2008-2009, income of the Agency fell to almost

Administration Expenditure

half its 2007-2008 level due to a reduction in funding

Administration expenditure increased by £356k during

received from other public sector organisations which is
then distributed to voluntary and community organisations
engaged on programmes co-ordinated by the Agency.

2008-2009. This is partly due to expenditure on Agency staff
to cover some staff vacancies, and higher than anticipated
cw{wy{ < h{w {{z{D ^}~ {{} y 
during the early part of the ﬁnancial year also contributed to
the increase in running costs.

\{ o{w h{{
Summary of Income & Expenditure 2004-2005 to 2008-2009
2008-2009

2007-2008

2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-20051

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

(74)

(143)

(64)

(106)

(283)

14,012

15,519

14,323

12,351

10,185

Wzw  [{z{

JBJLG

JBGFK

JBOGL

IBNKF

HBIKH

f }w{ [{z{

GBILG

HBGFL

HBFOI

GBINO

KNK

Depreciation

726

714

3,032

1,532

1,386

Cost of Capital

451

475

469

497

356

Impairment of Buildings

684
__________

(795)
__________

1,318
__________

__________

__________

d{ e{w} Y 

HGBLHG
__________

HGBONG
__________

HLBFNM
__________

GOBKGI
__________

GJBKNG
__________

Income
Staff Costs

1

Amounts stated exclude the impact of a change in accounting for NILGOSC Pension Liabilities under FRS17
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Programme Expenditure
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Programme expenditure in 2008-2009 fell considerably by
£745k from its 2007-2008 level and is a result of a review by
the Agency of its external funding priorities which led to the

on furniture and ﬁttings and £22k on the construction of a
sports pitch at Woodlands JJC.

cessation of a number of Community Services programme

j~{ }¢yw ~}~{ {{z{ |z{z x ~{ W}{y=

initiatives; and the reduction in receipts from other public

parent department in earlier years reﬂects the capital spend

sector organisations which are subsequently distributed by

on the construction of the new Juvenile Justice Centre at

the Agency to the voluntary and community sectors.

Woodlands and prior to that, on initial capital spend on IT,
and on furniture, ﬁxtures and ﬁttings required to get the new

Capital Expenditure

Agency operational.
Details of the movement of ﬁxed assets which include
{{z{  _j wz ~{ {wy{{ ¢{ < ¢}
wz w < {{    ~{ W}{y= wy{ w{
{   d { M < N  ~{ ¢wyw w{{D
Capital expenditure incurred by the Agency in 2008-2009
totalled £254k. This level of spend is broadly consistent with
the level of capital expenditure by the Agency in 2007-2008.
Plans to procure and implement a cross-directorate case
management system and roll-out the NIO OASIS network
to facilitate this have been delayed and this is now likely to
happen towards the end of the 2009-2010 ﬁnancial year.

\{ o{w h{{
Capital Expenditure 2004-2005 to 2008-2009
2008-2009

2007-2008

2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-2005

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

254

260

334

189

165

by Parent Department

–
__________

75
__________

11,738
__________

6,782
__________

457
__________

j w

HKJ
__________

IIK
__________

GHBFMH
__________

LBOMG
__________

LHH
__________

Yww [{z{ y{z
by Agency
Yww [{z{ |z{z
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j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y {{ w  ~{ d ~{

£11,977k, a fall of £1.85m over the year. Of this, £2.43m is

_{wz e|¢y{ |  |z}B wwy wz ~ z  w{ <

due to the increase in the deﬁcit on the NILGOSC pension

liabilities in sterling, and has no signiﬁcant borrowings. The

scheme. The remainder due to the impairment of the JJC

Agency is therefore not materially exposed to liquidity risk.

building offset by additional capital expenditure and a
reduction in year-end accruals.
A ﬁve-year comparison of the ﬁnancial position for each year
is shown in the following table.

\{ o{w h{{
iw | W{ < bwx{ HFFJCHFFK  HFFNCHFFO
2008-2009

2007-2008

2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-2005

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

Fixed Assets

19,188

20,543

20,147

19,214

12,796

Other Assets

257

246

309

403

498

(6,218)

(4,803)

(4,581)

(4,719)

(5,607)

Other Liabilities

(1,250)
__________

(2,167)
__________

(2,574)
__________

(1,474)
__________

(945)
__________

d{ W{

GGBOMM
__________

GIBNGO
__________

GIBIFG
__________

GIBJHJ
__________

LBMJH
__________

Provisions
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Remuneration Policy

iww < X{{¢ qwz{z | w s

The Agency does not have a remuneration committee.

_ ~{  { w d C[{y{ Z{y B i~w{ b }w

W {  ~{ cww}{{ X wz y{ ~{ y{w 

received total remuneration of £7,610 (2007-2008, £7,341)

of the Agency are made in accordance with the Civil Service

and Linda Kerr received total remuneration of £7,610 (2007-

Y  = }{{w {}w D

2008, £7,341).

j~{ {{w  | ~{ d C[{y{ Z{y  

The salary and pension details of the remainder of the

z{{{z x ~{ Y~{| [{y{  y w  ~ ~{

cww}{{ X wz |  HFFNCHFFO w{ zy {z  ~{ jwx{

Director of Corporate Services.

overleaf. Salaries include gross salaries and any allowance

Service Contracts

or performance bonuses payable. The salary range reﬂects
remuneration for the months in ofﬁce. The Agency did not

Civil Service appointments are made in accordance with

w{ w y x   w X wz c{x{= w{~

~{ Y i{y{ Y  {= h{y{ Y z{B ~y~

pension account nor did it pay any compensation or make

requires appointment to be on merit on the basis of fair and

w wwz  | { {x{ | ~{ cww}{{ X wzD

open competition but also includes the circumstances when
appointments may otherwise be made.
k{ w{z x{ B ~{ Z{y  | ~{ o ~ `y{
Agency hold appointments, which are open-ended until
~{ {wy~ ~{  w {} w}{D [w {w B ~{
than for misconduct, would result in the individual receiving
compensation as set out in the Civil Service Compensation
Scheme.
j~{ d C[{y{ Z{y  w{ w {z |  w { | I
years, renewable by agreement.
Further information about the work of the Civil Service
Commissioners can be found at
www.civilservicecommissioners.gov.uk.

Bonuses
j~{ Y~{| [{y{  {}x{  {y{{ w x  w
a member of the Senior Civil Service. The Directors of
Y  w{ i{y{ wz ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w{
eligible to receive a non-consolidated performance payment
under the terms of the NIO scheme for general service grade
staff.
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The monetary value of beneﬁts in kind covers any beneﬁts
provided by the employer and treated by the Inland Revenue
as a taxable emolument.

-

(-)

-

(-)

-

(-)

45-50

(45-50)

65-70

(65-70)

45-50

(45-50)

(-)

(-)

(65-70)

(45-50)

-

70-75

-

=FF

=FFF

45-50

X{{¢
in kind

iww >w
z{¢{z?

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(2.5-5.0)

0-2.5

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

Real
increase
in
pension
at age
60
=FFF

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

( 20-25 )

20-25

(15-20)

15-20

(15-20)

(2.5-5.0)

( 60-65 )

65-70

(50-55)

55-60

(55-60)

60-65

20-25

0-2.5

60-65

(-)

(55-60)

20-25

( 25-30 )

-

(15-20)

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(-)

25-30

450

380

356

432

535

493

416

396

468

559

23

5

22

3

6

-

-

-

-

-

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF
-

[ { y x 
to partnership pension
account including risk
x{{¢ y {

Real increase in CETV
w|{ wz{ | 
inﬂation and changes
in market investment
factors

CETV at
31/3/09

*CETV at
31/3/08

Related
lump sum
at age
60 at
31/3/09

Total accrued
pension at age
60 at
31/3/09

Real
increase
in related
lump sum
at age 60

(2007-2008 amounts are disclosed in brackets)
@ j~{ |wy  {z  ywyw} Y[jl ~w{ x{{ zw{z x ~{ ] {{ Wyw |  G ey x{ HFFND j~{ Y[jl w  w IG cwy~ HFFN ~w{ ~{{| { x{{ {ywyw{z  }{  { {w}| y w  ~ ~ {w= ¢}{D

c Zwz m{
Director of Community
Services

Mrs Alice Chapman
Z{y  o ~
Conference Service

Mr Philip Tooze
Director Custodial
Services

Mr Martin Gunning
Director Corporate
Services

Dr Bill Lockhart
Y~{| [{y{

X wz c{x{

j~{ wwB {  {{{ wz wwx{ x{{¢ | ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y cww}{{ X wz |  HFFNCHFFO \wyw o{w qwz{z | w s
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Y~{| [{y{ qwz{z | w s
j~{ Y~{| [{y{B X b y~w {y{{z  w {{w 
excluding pension contributions of £70,350 (2007-2008,
LNBOFI?D j~{ Y~{| [{y{  w zw {x{ | ~{
Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (GB).

Pensions
Pension beneﬁts are provided through the Principal Civil

_ wzz B w   {w{  ~{{ {w= {  
payable on retirement. For premium, beneﬁts accrue at the
rate of 1/60th of ﬁnal pensionable earnings for each year of
service. Unlike classic, there is no automatic lump sum (but
members may give up (commute) some of their pension to
provide a lump sum). Classic plus is essentially a variation
of premium, but with beneﬁts in respect of service before 1
October 2002 calculated broadly as per classic.

Service (PCS) pension arrangements, the Northern Ireland

The partnership pension account is a stakeholder pension

b yw ] {{ e|¢y{= i{ww  iy~{{

arrangement. The employer makes a basic contribution

>d_b]eiY? wz ~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{ >jii?D

of between 3% and 12.5% (depending on the age of the

Principal Civil Service Pension Arrangements

member) into a stakeholder pension product chosen by
the employee. The employee does not have to contribute

Pension beneﬁts are provided through the Northern Ireland

but where they do make contributions, the employer will

Civil Service pension arrangements which are administered

match these up to a limit of 3% of pensionable salary (in

by Civil Service Pensions (CSP). Staff in post prior to 30 July

wzz   ~{ { {= xwy y x ?D [ { w

HFFM w x{  { | ~{{ w  xw{z v¢w ww=

contribute a further 0.8% of pensionable salary to cover the

deﬁned beneﬁt arrangements (classic, premium, and classic

cost of centrally-provided risk beneﬁt cover (death in service

plus). These arrangements are unfunded with the cost of

and ill health retirement).

beneﬁts met by monies voted by Parliament each year.
Pensions payable under classic, premium, and classic plus are
increased annually in line with changes in the Retail Prices
_z{D d{ {w  }   w|{ G ey x{ HFFH wz
before 30 July 2007 could choose between membership
| {   } w } z w v { y~w{=
stakeholder arrangement with a signiﬁcant employer

The accrued pension quoted is the pension the member
is entitled to receive when they reach pension age, or
immediately on ceasing to be an active member of the
scheme if they are at or over pension age. Pension age is 60
for members of ywyB {B and classic plus and 65
for members of nuvos.

contribution (partnership pension account). New entrants

Further details about the Civil Service Pension arrangements

 }   w|{ IF ` HFFM w{ {}x{ |  {x{~

can be found at the website www.civilservice-pensions.gov.uk

of the nuvos arrangement or they can opt for a partnership

j~{ d ~{ _{wz b yw ] {{ e|¢y{=

{  wyy D d   w v{w{z { = ww}{{

i{ww  Y {{ iy~{{ >d_b]eiY?

in which members accrue pension beneﬁts at a percentage
rate of annual pensionable earnings throughout the period
| y~{{ {x{~D j~{ y{ w{  HDI;D [w{z

This scheme is a deﬁned beneﬁts type, and the fund is
invested in suitable investments, managed by the Committee.

pension beneﬁts are increased annually in line with increases

\  HFFNCHFFO ~{ y x  w{ {{ GK; { {=B

in the RPI and attract annual pension increase.

wz L; { {{= >HFFMCHFFNB GI; { {= wz L;

[ {{ y x  w{ { w ~{ w{ | GDK; |

{ {{=?D

pensionable earnings for classic and 3.5% for premium,

The pension costs are assessed in accordance with the advice

classic plus and nuvos. Beneﬁts in classic accrue at the rate

of independent qualiﬁed actuaries using the market led

of 1/80th of pensionable salary for each year of service.

approach. The latest actuarial valuations of the scheme were
w IG cwy~ HFFMD
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j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{ >jii?
j~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{  w y x 
y~{{ wz{{z x ~{ Z{w{ | [zyw D
The conditions of the Superannuation (NI) Order 1972,
~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  h{}w  >d_? GOONB
and subsequent amendments apply to the scheme. The
scheme is presently notionally funded. The rate of the
{ {= y x   z{{{z |  {  { x
the Government actuary and advised by the Department

Assurance Tax which may be due when pension beneﬁts are
drawn.
The Real Increase in the Value of the CETV
j~ {£{y ~{ y{w{  Y[jl {||{y{ |z{z x
the employer. It takes account of the increase in accrued
pension due to inﬂation, contributions paid by the employee
(including the value of any beneﬁts transferred from another
pension scheme or arrangement) and uses common market
valuation factors for the period.

of Finance and Personnel. For 2008-2009 the contribution
w{ {{ GIDL; { {= wz LDJ; { {{=D >HFFMC
HFFNB GIDL; { {= wz LDJ; { {{=?
Yw~ [w{ jw|{ lw{ >Y[jl?
W Y[jl  ~{ wyww w{{z yww{z w{ | ~{

Bill Lockhart

pension scheme beneﬁts accrued by a member at a particular

Y~{| [{y{

   {D j~{ x{{¢ w{z w{ ~{ {x{= wyy{z
x{{¢ wz w y }{  {= {  wwx{

15 June 2009

|  ~{ y~{{D W Y[jl  w w{ wz{ x w { 
scheme or arrangement to secure pension beneﬁts in another
pension scheme or arrangement when a member leaves a
scheme and chooses to transfer the beneﬁts accrued in their
former scheme. The pension ﬁgures shown relate to the
beneﬁts that the individual has accrued as a consequence of
~{  w {x{~ | ~{ {  y~{{B    ~{
service in a senior capacity to which disclosure applies.
The ﬁgures include the value of any pension beneﬁt in
another scheme or arrangement which the individual has
transferred to the CSP arrangements and for which the CS
l { ~w {y{{z w w|{ | w{ y {w{
to the additional pension liabilities being assumed. They
also include any additional pension beneﬁt accrued to the
member as a result of their purchasing additional pension
x{{¢ w ~{  y D Y[jl w{ ywyw{z ~ ~{
guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries and do not take account of any actual
or potential reduction to beneﬁts resulting from Lifetime
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Appendix 1 - Community Services Caseload
Yw{ wz C x Y  i{y{ Y{{ ¤ W HFFN  cwy~ HFFO
New Referrals 20082009

Cases Discharged
2008-2009

Monthly average
active Caseload
2008-2009

dx{ | wy{
cases at 31 March
2009

Ballymena & Antrim

69

58

43

57

Bangor

62

49

46

48

Coleraine

71

49

34

52

Yw}w  < Xwxz}{

88

97

69

87

Downpatrick

46

41

33

39

East Belfast

37

37

38

36

Enniskillen

42

34

26

27

Falls

54

45

52

55

Foyle

65

77

48

54

bx

64

63

45

43

Magherafelt

51

70

37

29

Newry & Armagh

63

54

45

54

d{ wxx{ < bw{

65

68

44

47

Newtownards

54

46

39

43

Belfast & Shankill

86

76

64

65

ew}~ < iwxw{

57

70

35

28

South Belfast

32

32

32

27

Total for Year

GBFFL

966

730

791

Centre
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Source of Community Services Referrals - April 2008 to March 2009

Source

dx{ | h{|{w

Percentage of Referrals

Court

77

8%

o ~ y |{{y{ z{ wz w

784

78%

Other Criminal Justice source

73

7%

Health and Social Services

17

2%

[zyw  i{y{

2

<1%

Other

53

5%

Total

GBFFL

100%

Bail Supervision and Support Referrals – April 2008 to March 2009
dx{
Bail assessments completed:

142

Of which:
Formal proposals presented to Court

51

Proposals accepted by Court

46

Outcomes of accepted proposals:

Successful completion of bail

12

Currently on bail

6

Bail revoked

28
TOTAL

46

Y  y { |  ~ { yy{| y {} xwP

Community disposal

10

Charges Withdrawn

2
TOTAL

12
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W{z H C o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ Yw{ wz
h{|{w ¤ x h{}  wz i y{ C W HFFN  cwy~ HFFO

YCS Region

Diversionary

Court

Total

Belfast

360

389

749

d ~ [w

58

54

112

North West

147

132

279

i ~ [w

143

161

304

South West

106

70

176

Total

814

806

GBLHF

Diversionary

Court

Total

300

289

589

d ~ [w

51

32

83

North West

115

71

186

i ~ [w

116

130

246

South West

62

68

130

Total

644

590

GBHIJ

fw w {z ¤ x h{}  wz i y{ C W HFFN  cwy~ HFFO

YCS Region
Belfast
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Appendix 3 - Analysis of Admissions to Custody
Y z f w  ¤ x iw ¤ W HFFN  cwy~ HFFO

Status

_w Wz  >G?

j w Wz  >H?

Average Population

P.A.C.E.

119

119

0

Remand

131

195

17

Committal

20

40

10

Total

270

354

27

(1)

Includes only new admissions into the Juvenile Justice Centre

(2)

_yz{ { wz   ~{ Y{{  y~w}{ | w ~ ~{ Y{{B |  {w{B |  fDWDYD[  {wzD

j w Wz   Y z ¤ x iw wz c ~ | Wz  C W HFFN  cwy~ HFFO
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

\{x

Mar

Total

P.A.C.E.

9

6

8

9

5

8

12

15

12

15

11

9

119

Remand

18

10

11

19

10

17

22

12

16

21

16

23

195

Committal

4

2

4

1

5

4

2

4

4

2

3

5

40

Total

31

18

23

29

20

29

36

31

32

38

30

37

354

Status

j w Wz   Y z ¤ x iw wz ]{z{ C W HFFN  cwy~ HFFO

Status

Male

Female

Total

P.A.C.E.

100

19

119

Remand

165

30

195

Committal

36

4

40

Total

301

53

354
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Appendix 4 - Recruitment and Selection Code of Practice
j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y ~w {  wy{  {{ ~w {{y  |  w {  wz{  wyy zwy{ ~ ~{ Y
Service Commissioners for Northern Ireland recruitment code.
W wyw w{ y z{{z {wyw w}w ~{ W}{y= {y{ wyy{ wz  { ~ x~{z wx
y{wD j~{ {y{ { w{ {ww{z  w {}w xw  {{ ~{ {{ ~ ~{ Y  {= }z{{
wz w{  { ~ x{ wyy{ w {y {z{z x ~{ Y~w{{z _{ | f{ { < Z{{ { wz ~{ [w
Commission.
d W { {{ wz{ z{ {}w  I | ~{ Y  {= }{{w {}w D W wyw w |   |
~{ wyw= wz w {{= {}  w|¢w  wz }{z{ |  ~{ |  } {y{ yww}P
©

Qualiﬁed / Unqualiﬁed Careworker

©

j{w c{x{B i  i{y{

APPLICANTS

APPOINTEES

h{}  W|¢w 

h{}  W|¢w 

Protestant

85

Protestant

5

Roman Catholic

37

Roman Catholic

1

Non-determined

12

Non-determined

1

Total

134

Total

7

Gender

Gender

cw{

74

cw{

2

Female

60

Female

5

Total

134

Total

7

j~{ h{}  w|¢w  wz }{z{ x{wz  | ~{  | y{ ~ ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y   z{z  Z{w{
of Finance and Personnel.

58

Directorate

8

51

TOTALS

23*

Custodial Services

o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

0

Corporate Services

20

Received

Allegations

5

0

0
17

1

0

4

“R”

15

0

2

“C”

29

8

7

0

14

“S”

ix{z x

51

8

23

0

20

Total

3

0

I@@

0

48

8

20

0

20

H&SST

Required
0

to

Referred

Action

No

Outcome

51

8

23

0

20

TOTAL

i¬ C c{x{ | o`W iw||

“R” - Representative

“C” - Child

Allegation submitted by:-

Wxx{w P

@@^{w~ < i yw i{y{ w{wz ww{ | w ~{{ yw{ ~{ y wy{z ¤ | w {|{w   {{z

zy  | ~{ W}{y x ~y~ {{ z{¢{z wz { {z w ~{ W}{y= Y~z f {y   y{z{

@\{ | ~{ wx { {|{w {w{ z{y  yz{ ~y~ yy{z ~ m zwz `{{ `y{ Y{{D W ~{ {|{w {w{  yz{ yy} z{ ~{

cw HFFO

Apr 2008 - @Y  i{y{

Period

No. of

Youth Justice Agency – Summary of Child Protection Allegations Received - April 2008 – March 2009

Appendix 5 - Child Protection - Statistics
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59

60

1

1

7

o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

TOTALS

7

“4” - Independent Complaints Reviewer

I¬ C Y~{| [{y{

H¬ C i{  cww}{

G¬ C c{x{ | w|| ~w {y{{z ~{ y w

Complaint is currently being dealt with or was resolved by –

7

1

6

0

0

3

1

1

1

0

Q3 Q4

2. Step of Investigation / Investigation resolved at:-

“R” - Representative

“C” - Complainant

GD Y w ix{z xPC

Wxx{w P

6

6

Custodial Services

0

1

Corporate Services
>yz} Y~{| [{y{ |¢y{?

0

Q2

0

Q1

Community Services

Directorate against which
y w wz{ E {y{{z x

ix{z x

24

0

45

1

0

Total
YTD

24

4

19

1

0

“C”

2

0

2

0

0

“R”

No of
Complaints
ix{z X

Youth Justice Agency – Summary of Complaints Received - April 2008 – March 2009

Appendix 6 - Complaints - Statistics

12

0

Resolved
-

0

11

Resolved
Ongoing

0

0

Resolved
Ongoing

1

0

Resolved
Ongoing

0

Step
1
Ongoing

Status of
Complaint

11

2

1

8

0

0

0

0

0

Step
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Step
3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Step
4

Step of Investigation / Resolved at

24

3

1

19

0

0

1

0

0

ixCj w
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W{z M C Ww x o } f{ {  W}{y iw||
Ww x o } f{ {  W}{y iw||P W HFFN C cwy~ HFFO
Month

dx{ | ww

April

1

cw

1

June

0

July

0

August

0

September

1

October

4

November

1

December

0

January

0

February

1

cwy~

0

Total

9

All assaults took place within the Juvenile Justice Centre. There were no assaults
 w||  }  Y  i{y{  ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{
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Appendix 8 - Addresses and Contact Details
Youth Justice Community Services

Youth Justice Agency

Bail Supervision & Support Scheme

Coleraine & Limavady

41-43 Waring Street

41-43 Waring Street

Suite 5 River House

Belfast BT1 2DY

Belfast

4 Castle Lane

Tel:

XjG HZo

Coleraine BT51 3DR

(028) 9031 6400

E-mail: info@yjani.gov.uk
www.youthjusticeagencyni.gov.uk

Tel:

(028) 9031 6446

[CwP

xwD VwD} D

Tel:

(028) 7032 9346

Youth Justice Community Services
Corporate Services & Chief
Executive
41-43 Waring Street
X{|w XjG HZo
Tel:

(028) 9031 6452

[CwP

| VwD} D

Community Services Headquarters
41-43 Waring Street
X{|w XjG HZo
Tel:

(028) 9031 6477

[CwP

| VwD} D

Youth Conference Service
Headquarters
41-43 Waring Street
X{|w XjG HZo
Tel:

(028) 9031 6418

[CwP

| VyD} D

Priority Youth Offender Project
41-43 Waring Street
Belfast
XjG HZo
Tel:

(028) 9082 0800

[CwP

| VwD} D

Woodlands
Juvenile Justice
Centre

Craigavon & Banbridge

G c  z Y {

Yw}w  XjLK KX[

c  z W{{

Tel:

Rathgael Road

Youth Justice Community Services

Bangor BT19 1TA

Downpatrick

Tel:

(028) 9185 4600

GIW [}~ i{{

[CwP

yVwD} D

Downpatrick BT30 6AB

Unit 7 Legahory Centre
Brownlow

Tel:

(028) 3834 4257

(028) 4461 2817

Community
Services Ofﬁces

Youth Justice Community Services

Youth Justice Community Services

East Belfast

Ballymena & Antrim

8 Library Court

7 Springwell Street

Upper Newtownards Road

Ballymena BT43 6AT

X{|w XjJ I[o

Tel:

Tel:

(028) 2563 9900

(028) 9065 2440

Youth Justice Community Services

Youth Justice Community Services

Bangor

Enniskillen

54 Abbey Street

18A Shore Road

Bangor BT20 4JB

[{ XjMJ M[\

Tel:

Tel:

(028) 9146 4577

(028) 6632 0560

Youth Justice Community Services
Foyle & Strabane
J~ \  [xw Xz}
3 Strand Road
Londonderry BT48 7BH
Tel:
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Youth Justice Community Services

Lisburn

North Belfast & Shankill

Ofﬁce Suite 4

171-179 Duncairn Gardens

2nd Floor, Lisburn Square House

X{|w XjGK H][

Area

Haslems Lane

Tel:

41-43 Waring Street

(028) 9035 1982

Lisburn BT28 1TS
Tel:

(028) 9260 6828

Youth Conference
Service Centres
Youth Conference Service - Belfast

X{|w XjG HZo
Youth Justice Community Services

Tel:

(028) 9031 6418

Omagh
Youth Justice Community Services

1st Floor Anderson House

Youth Conference Service –

Mid-Ulster

cw{ i{{

North East

42-48 Scotch Street

ew}~ XjMN G[[

7 Springwell Street

Dungannon

Tel:

Ballymena

(028) 8225 2398

BT70 1BD
Tel:

(028) 8772 5042

BT43 6AT
Youth Justice Community Services

Tel:

(028) 2563 9900

South Belfast
Youth Justice Community Services

2 Hawthorns

Youth Conference Service –

Newry & Armagh

Belfast BT10 0NR

North West

GJW j~{ cw

Tel:

Hz \  [xw Xz}

(028) 9030 1611

Newry BT34 1BX
Tel:

(028) 3025 1115

Strand Road
Youth Justice Community Services

Londonderry BT48 7BA

West Belfast

Tel:

(028) 7127 8070

Youth Justice Community Services

471 Falls Road

Newtownabbey & Larne

Belfast

Youth Conference Service –

j~{ d w~ Xw vW= ^ {

BT12 6DD

South East

Whiteabbey Hospital

Tel:

15 Castlewellan Road

(028) 9024 5858

Doagh Road

Banbridge BT32 4AX

Newtownabbey BT37 9RH

Tel:

Tel:

(028) 4062 9158

(028) 9086 2990
Youth Conference Service –

Youth Justice Community Services

South West

Newtownards

1st Floor Anderson House

GO c i{{

cw{ i{{

Newtownards BT23 4LU

ew}~ XjMN G[[

Tel:

Tel:

(028) 9182 0611

(028) 8225 2398
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iw{{ | W}{y= wz Y~{| [{y{= h{ x{
(i) Under Section 7 of the Government Resources and
Wyy  Wy HFFFB j{w ~w z{y{z ~{ o ~

(ii) In preparing the accounts the Agency is required to:
©

Justice Agency of Northern Ireland to prepare a

Observe the accounts direction issued by Treasury,
including the relevant accounting and disclosure

statement of account for the ﬁnancial year ended 31

requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on

cwy~ HFFO  ~{ |  wz  ~{ xw {   

a consistent basis;

accounts direction. The accounts are prepared on an
accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of

©

cw{ z}{{ wz {w{  w {w wx{ xwQ

~{ W}{y= w{ | w||w w ~{ {wC{zB wz | 

©

State whether applicable accounting standards have

income and expenditure, recognised gains and losses

been followed and disclose and explain any material

and cash ﬂows for the ﬁnancial year.

departures in the ﬁnancial statements;
©

Prepare the ﬁnancial statements on the going concern
basis, unless it is inappropriate to presume that the
Agency will continue in operation.

(iii) The Accounting Ofﬁcer of the Northern Ireland Ofﬁce
~w z{}w{z ~{ Y~{| [{y{ | ~{ o ~ `y{
Agency of Northern Ireland as the Accounting Ofﬁcer
for the Agency. The relevant responsibilities as Agency
Accounting Ofﬁcer, including responsibility for the
propriety and regularity of the public ﬁnances and
for the keeping of proper records, are set out in the
Wyy } e|¢y{= c{ wzB {z x j{wD
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Statement on Internal Control

Role of Audit Committee

GD

To support the Accounting Ofﬁcer with his responsibilities for

iy { | h{ x{

As Accounting Ofﬁcer, I have responsibility for maintaining

issues of risk, control, governance and associated assurances.

a sound system of Internal Control that supports the

ex{y{ | ~{ Wz Y {{

wy~{{{ | ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y=  y{B w wz

To advise the Accounting Ofﬁcer on:

x{y{B ~ w|{}wz} ~{ xy |z wz W}{y
assets for which I am personally responsible, in accordance

©

wz zw} | ~{ h cww}{{ h{}{D

~ ~{ { x{ w}{z  {  cww}} fxy
c {D

©

The adequacy of arrangements for internal control
and risk management including the preparation of the

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y w wy~{z w w [{y{

Statement on Internal Control.

Agency, as recommended in the Criminal Justice Review on
1 April 2003. It replaced the former Juvenile Justice Board, a

j~{ W}{y=  ww}{{  y{ wz {ww 

©

The accounting policies, the accounts and the annual

Non-Departmental Public Body, and is one of four agencies

report of the organisation, including the process for

established within the Northern Ireland Ofﬁce.

review of the accounts prior to submission for audit,
{{ | {  z{¢{zB wz ww}{{= {{ |

_ w  {z x ~{ cww}{{ X wz | ~{ W}{y

representation to the external auditors.

which consists of the Director of each of the four directorates
| ~{ W}{y ¤ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{B Y 
Services, Custodial Services and Corporate Services and two

©

Planned activity of internal audit and external audit.

©

The results of internal and external audit activity

d C[{y{ Z{y D

including ensuring appropriate action has been taken

j~{ W}{y= Wz Y {{  y~w{z x w d C[{y{

through quarterly reviews of the relevant Action Plans.

Director and the other members are :
C j~{ Y~{| [{y{
- The Director of Corporate Services
- The Director of Custodial Services

©

Assurances relating to the corporate governance
requirements for the organisation.

W h cww}{{ h{}{ z{w} ~{    |  ~{
Agency is reviewed by the Audit Committee each quarter.
Risk Registers for each of the four Directorates underpin the

C j~{ Z{y  | ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

W}{y j  h= h{}{ wz ~{{ w{ w {{{z x

- The Director of Community Services

the Audit Committee on a quarterly basis.

C ^{wz | \wyw cww}{{ i{y{ |  ~{ W}{y
The NIO Internal Audit and the external auditor are also
represented. The Audit Committee operates under the agreed
Terms of Reference below which are reviewed as and when
required.
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2. Purpose of the System of Internal Control

4. The Risk and Control Framework

The system of Internal Control is designed to manage risk to

[wy~ { {| wy{ w}{ wz z{{ { x{y{

a reasonable level rather than to eliminate all risk of failure

~ ~{ HFFN¤HFFO X{ fw w  w{{zD [wy~

 wy~{{  y{B w wz x{y{Q  yw ~{{| {

w{ ~{ cww}{{ X wz {{  }{ w}w

only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of

{wy~ w}{ wz x{y{ wz {w{{ ~{  |  C

effectiveness. The system of internal control is based on

achievement. The quarterly performance report subsequently

an ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the

{z  ~{ Z{w{w i   wz c{ w

  ~{ wy~{{{ | ~{ W}{y=  y{B w wz

y w ~{  w{{ w}w w}{ wz x{y{D

x{y{B  {ww{ ~{ {~ z | ~ {  x{}
realised and the impact should they be realised, and to
manage them efﬁciently, effectively and economically. The
{ | {w y   ~w x{{  wy{  ~{ o ~
`y{ W}{y |  ~{ {w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFO wz  
the date of approval of the Annual Report and Accounts, and
accords with Treasury guidance.

W h cww}{{ f y |  ~{ W}{y ~w x{{  zy{z
and ensures that the management of risk is embedded in
 y w}B w} wz z{{ | ~{ W}{y= w
wz x{y{D _ yz{ w w {}  ~{ W}{y=
co-ordinated approach to risk management, what it involves
wz ~   ~ z x{ y zy{zD j~{ vd_e h cww}{{
¤ W fwyyw ]z{= ~w x{{ {z   z{ y{w

3. Capacity to Handle Risk

approaches to risk management in the Agency.

j~{ ww}{{ |   z{ x ~{ o ~ `y{

j~{ h cww}{{ f y | ~{ W}{y {

W}{y= cww}{{ X wz wz Wz Y {{P

the requirements the Agency needs to meet in terms of

©

j~{ Y~{| [{y{ wz Z{y  w{ { x{ |  
management within their areas.

evidencing fully embedded risk management – particularly
appropriate accountability, internal control and assurance
{y~w ¤ ~y~ z{ ~{ W}{y= |{

©

[wy~ w{ ~{ Wz Y {{ {{ ~{ ~}~

Statements on Internal Control.

level risks currently facing the Agency together with the
likelihood, impact, controls in place to mitigate the risks
and further action required. It also identiﬁes emerging
risks and the impact they may have on the Agency.

j~{ W}{y ~w | {xwy{z ~{ d_e= _| w 
Assurance policy and procedures and is represented, at
Y~{| [{y{ {{B  ~{ {y{ | {z _| w 
Risk Owners Council (IROC) which comprises senior business

©

Directorate Risk Registers are also reviewed quarterly as

owners across the NIO family and holds them to account for

these underpin the Corporate Risk Register.

the ownership and management of information assurance

_  ~{ { x | ~{ W}{y= cww}{{ X wz 

risks within their respective business areas. In line with IROC

identify and control the risks faced by the Agency in order to

requirements, the Agency has recently appointed a Security

{ w  {w  {D j~{ cww}{{ X wz 

cww}{ 

set the tone and promote an anti-fraud culture, supported

policy and procedures and to implement the new Security

by Assistant Directors and their staff who are best placed

Policy Framework which has 70 mandatory requirements.

to recognise the potential for fraud within the everyday
operations of their teams.
The Fraud Policy for the Agency has been issued to all
managers, and a summarised version has been issued to
all staff.
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5. Review of Effectiveness
As Accounting Ofﬁcer, I have responsibility for reviewing the
{||{y{{ | ~{ { | {w y  D c {{ | ~{
effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the
reports produced by internal auditors and implementation of
their recommendations together with executive managers within

Agency has good standards of corporate governance and a
sound organisational structure in place to ensure its services
w{ ww}{z {||{y{D W IG cwy~ HFFOB {{ | ~{
eleven recommendations have been fully implemented and
the remaining four partially implemented but with work
continuing.

the Agency who have responsibility for the development and

No internal audits were undertaken during 2008-2009.

maintenance of the internal control framework, and comments

Internal Audit have relied on past assurance carried forward

wz{ x ~{ {{w wz   ~{ cww}{{ b{{ wz

including their own work and that of the Criminal Justice

other reports.

Inspectorate NI, and by monitoring the implementation

I have been advised throughout the year on the effectiveness
of the system of internal control by the Board and Audit
Committee.

of audit recommendations at Audit Committee meetings.
Assurance relating to the 2008-2009 year has also been
taken from the results of internal audit work undertaken in
the ﬁrst two months of the 2009-2010 year, which is almost

Action plans are developed to address weaknesses and

complete. One of these audits which was commissioned by

monitored to ensure improvement of the systems in place.

~{ W}{y  {z w ~{ W}{y= { wz ~{ y  

Action plans as a result of internal control reports and

it has in place, for funding voluntary and community bodies

external audit reports are reviewed and updated at each

to provide speciﬁc services to the Agency. Although the

quarterly Audit Committee meeting.

ﬁnal report has not yet been received, the Head of the

Risk Registers at both Corporate and Directorate level are

Internal Audit has indicated that he can only take limited

also reviewed and revised at each Audit Committee meeting.

assurance in this area as a number of weaknesses have been

Assurance Statements at Directorate level were introduced in
the 2006-2007 ﬁnancial year. The purpose of the Assurance
Statements is to improve management and control by
z{|} ww}{{= {y¢y { x{ wz

indentiﬁed. The Agency will work with Internal Audit during
2009-2010 to develop an action plan to address all issues
raised by them in their ﬁnal report. A normal programme of
audits has been agreed for 2009-2010.

seeking written assurance that these have been exercised

\  | ~{ ¢{ {y {zw   ~{ {{w wz =

with due care and attention. These Assurance Statements

management letter pertaining to the 2007-2008 Accounts

which are completed at half-year and full-year intervals also

have been implemented and the remaining issue is in the

inform the Annual Statement on Internal Control.

process of being addressed.

I have ensured effective management of ﬁnancial and

LD i}¢yw _{w Y   f x{

non-ﬁnancial resources, by following good management

There were no signiﬁcant internal control problems in

practice as well as speciﬁc guidelines or instruction issued by

2008-2009.

Personnel Services Division, Financial Services Division and
from elsewhere in the Northern Ireland Ofﬁce.
The budgets which were delegated to me for the 2008-2009
ﬁnancial year have not been exceeded.
A review of corporate governance was undertaken by

Bill Lockhart
Y~{| [{y{
15 June 2009

Criminal Justice Inspectorate NI during 2007-2008 and
their report was issued in June 2008. It reported that the
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The Certiﬁcate and Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General
to the House of Commons
I certify that I have audited the ﬁnancial statements of

to the purposes intended by Parliament and the ﬁnancial

o ~ `y{ W}{y |  ~{ {w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFO

transactions conform to the authorities which govern them.

under the Government Resources and Accounts Act 2000.
These comprise the Operating Cost Statement and Statement
of Recognised Gains and Losses, the Balance Sheet, the
Cash Flow Statement and the related notes. These ﬁnancial
statements have been prepared under the accounting

In addition, I report to you if the Agency has not kept proper
accounting records, if I have not received all the information
and explanations I require for my audit, or if information
{y¢{z x ^c j{w {}wz} {{w  wz ~{
transactions is not disclosed.

policies set out within them. I have also audited the
information in the Remuneration Report that is described in

I review whether the Statement on Internal Control reﬂects

that report as having been audited.

~{ W}{y= y wy{ ~ ^c j{w= }zwy{B wz
I report if it does not. I am not required to consider whether

h{{y{ { x{ | ~{ W}{yB ~{ Y~{|
Executive and Auditor
j~{ W}{y wz Y~{| [{y{B w Wyy } e|¢y{B w{
responsible for preparing the Annual Report, which includes
the Remuneration Report, and the ﬁnancial statements in
accordance with the Government Resources and Accounts
Wy HFFF wz ^c j{w z{y  wz{ ~{{z{ wz
for ensuring the regularity of ﬁnancial transactions. These
responsibilities are set out in the Statement of Accounting
e|¢y{= h{ x{D

this statement covers all risks and controls, or to form an
   ~{ {||{y{{ | ~{ W}{y= y  w{
governance procedures or its risk and control procedures.
I read the other information contained in the Annual
Report and consider whether it is consistent with the
audited ﬁnancial statements. This other information
y { ~{ \ { z x ~{ Y~{| [{y{B e{w}
Review, Appendices and the unaudited part of the
Remuneration Report. I consider the implications for my
report if I become aware of any apparent misstatements or

c { x   wz ~{ ¢wyw w{{ wz ~{

w{w y {y{ ~ ~{ ¢wyw w{{D c

part of the Remuneration Report to be audited in accordance

responsibilities do not extend to any other information.

with relevant legal and regulatory requirements, and with

Basis of audit opinions

International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland).
I conducted my audit in accordance with International
I report to you my opinion as to whether the ﬁnancial
statements give a true and fair view and whether the
ﬁnancial statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited have been properly prepared in
wyy zwy{ ~ ^c j{w z{y  {z z{ ~{
Government Resources and Accounts Act 2000. I report
to you whether, in my opinion, the information, which
y { ~{ cww}{{ Y {w wz ~{ \wyw
Review, included in the Annual Report, is consistent with the
ﬁnancial statements. I also report whether in all material
respects the expenditure and income have been applied

70

Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the
Wz} fwyy{ X wzD c wz yz{ {ww B 
a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts, disclosures
and regularity of ﬁnancial transactions included in the
ﬁnancial statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited. It also includes an assessment of the
}¢yw {w{ wz z}{{ wz{ x ~{ W}{y
wz Y~{| [{y{  ~{ {ww  | ~{ ¢wyw
statements, and of whether the accounting policies are most
w w{  ~{ W}{y= yywy{B y {
applied and adequately disclosed.
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I planned and performed my audit so as to obtain all the
information and explanations which I considered necessary
in order to provide me with sufﬁcient evidence to give
reasonable assurance that the ﬁnancial statements and the
part of the Remuneration Report to be audited are free from

Opinion on Regularity
©

In my opinion, in all material respects, the expenditure
and income have been applied to the purposes intended
by Parliament and the ﬁnancial transactions conform to
the authorities which govern them.

material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error,
and that in all material respects the expenditure and income

Report

have been applied to the purposes intended by Parliament

I have no observations to make on these ﬁnancial

and the ﬁnancial transactions conform to the authorities

statements.

which govern them. In forming my opinion I also evaluated
the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in
the ﬁnancial statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited.
Opinions

Aymas C E Morse

In my opinion:

Comptroller and Auditor General

©

©

the ﬁnancial statements give a true and fair view,

National Audit Ofﬁce

in accordance with the Government Resources and

151 Buckingham Palace Road

Accounts Act 2000 and directions made there under by

ly w

^c j{wB | ~{ w{ | ~{ W}{y= w||w w w IG

London

cwy~ HFFOB wz | ~{ { {w} y B {y }{z

SW1W 9SS

gains and losses and cash ﬂows for the year then ended;

1 July 2009

the ﬁnancial statements and the part of the
Remuneration Report to be audited have been properly
{w{z  wyy zwy{ ~ ^c j{w z{y 
issued under the Government Resources and Accounts
Act 2000; and

©

| w B ~y~ y { ~{ cww}{{
Commentary and the Financial Review, included in
the Annual Report, is consistent with the ﬁnancial
statements.
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\wyw iw{{ |  ~{ o{w [z{z IG cwy~ HFFO
OPERATING COST STATEMENT
\  ~{ o{w [z{z IG cwy~ HFFO
Notes

Income

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

2

(74)

(143)

3

14,012

15,519

M<N

MHL

MGJ

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Z{{yw 
e~{ Y{ [{z{

J

KBLGG

________________

HFBIJO

Total Expenditure

Net Operating Costs Before Interest
Cost of Capital Charges

5a

Finance Costs

5b

d{ Y  | e{w  x{| { [y{ w Y 

LBGMF

________________

HHBJFI

________________

________________

HFBHMK

HHBHLF

451

475

211

________________

HFBOIM

________________

41

________________

HHBMML

________________

[y{ w Y E>_y {?
Impairment of Buildings
Net Cost of Operations

6

684

________________

HGBLHG

________________
________________

(795)

________________

j~{ { | ~{ W}{y= e{w} Y  iw{{ z{{ |  {w} wy{B w | ~y~ w{ y }D
The notes on pages 76 to 94 form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED GAINS & LOSSES
\  ~{ o{w [z{z IG cwy~ HFFO
Notes

d{ >b ?E]w  Wyww lww  | d_b]eiY f{  Z{¢y

GJ

Net (Loss)/Gain on Revaluation of Tangible Fixed Assets

15

h{y }{z ]w wz >b {? iy{ bw \wyw iw{{

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

>HBHHO?

GBKJN

(178)

________________

>HBJFM?

________________
________________

99

________________

GBLJM

________________
________________

The notes on pages 76 to 94 form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31 MARCH 2009
Notes

2008-2009
=FFF

2007-2008
=FFF

Fixed Assets
Tangible ﬁxed assets

7

19,169

20,501

Intangible ﬁxed assets

8

19

________________

GOBGNN

Current Assets
Debtors due in less than one year
Cash at bank and in hand

9
10

________________

246

227

11

________________

257

11

d{ Y{ bwx{

Provisions for liabilities and charges

>OOI?

GNBGOK

________________

13

d{ W{ [yz} f{  Z{¢y
Pension deﬁcit

(1,250)

________________

________________

j w W{ b{ Y{ bwx{

14

d{ W{ _yz} f{  Z{¢y

(648)

15

Revaluation reserve

15

15 June 2009
The notes on pages 76 to 94 form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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(2,167)

________________

>GBOHG?

________________

GNBLHH

________________

(1,664)

GMBKJM

GLBOKN

5,570

________________

(3,139)

________________

GIBNGO

________________
________________

________________
________________

11,759

13,403

218

________________

GGBOMM

Y~{| [{y{

246

________________

________________

________________
________________

Bill Lockhart

19

________________

________________

GGBOMM

jww{= [
General fund

HFBKJI

________________

________________

Current Lwx{
Creditors due within one year

42

________________

416

________________

GIBNGO

________________
________________
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\  ~{ o{w [z{z IG cwy~ HFFO

Notes

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

16(i)

(21,209)

(19,537)

GL>?

>JGM?

>GIM?

Operating Activities
Net Cash Outﬂow from Operating Activities

Capital Expenditure and Financial Investment
d{ Yw~ e£  |  Yww [{z{
Proceeds of Disposals of Fixed Assets

-

________________

d{ Yw~ e£  x{| { \wy}

>HGBLHL?

Financing from the Consolidated Fund

>Z{y{w{?E_y{w{  Yw~

16(iii)

5

________________

>GOBLLO?

________________

________________

21,342

20,012

________________

________________

>HNJ?

________________
________________

IJI

________________
________________

The notes on pages 76 to 94 form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
1. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The ﬁnancial statements have been prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the 2008-2009 Government
\wyw h{ } cww >\h{c? {z x ^c j{wD
j~{ wyy }  y{ y w{z  ~{ \h{c |   ka
generally accepted accounting practice for companies (UK
GAAP) to the extent that it is meaningful and appropriate to

its depreciated replacement cost. Properties regarded by the
Agency as non-operational are valued on the basis of open
market value.
Provision for depreciation is made to write-off the cost
of ﬁxed assets on a straight-line basis over the expected
useful lives of the assets concerned. Land, assets under
construction, or assets awaiting disposal are not depreciated.
The expected useful lives of assets are as follows:
Useful life

the public sector.
m~{{ \h{c { w y~ y{ | wyy }  yB ~{

bwz < Xz} >yz}

wyy }  y ~y~ ~w x{{ z}{z  x{  

temporary buildings)

Up to 50 years

fw < cwy~{

J ¤ GK {w

j~{ W}{y= wyy }  y{ ~w{ x{{ w{z

Y { [{

K {w

consistently in dealing with items considered material in

Intangibles

5 years

appropriate to the particular circumstances of the Agency for
the purpose of giving a true and fair view has been selected.

relation to the accounts.
Accounting Convention

fw < cwy~{ yz{ P
©

fw < wy~{

The ﬁnancial statements have been prepared under the

©

c   {~y{

historical cost convention modiﬁed to account for the

©

\{ < ¢}

revaluation of ﬁxed assets, at their value to the Agency by

©

Ofﬁce equipment

reference to their current costs.

©

Telecommunications equipment

jw}x{ \{z W{

©

Security equipment

©

c{zyw {{

bwz < xz} w{ x{y   |{ w ww 
w {w y{ {{ K {w wz {w{z } bwz <

_w}x{ \{z W{

f { i{y{ >| { lww  < bwz W}{y?

Purchased computer software is capitalised as intangible

indices in intervening years. Other capital assets are carried

ﬁxed assets where expenditure of £400 or more is incurred.

at current cost using indices compiled by the Ofﬁce for

Intangible assets are stated at their current cost. Intangible

National Statistics. The standard threshold for capitalisation

ﬁxed assets are amortised on a straight-line basis over the

is £1,000, with the capitalisation threshold for computer

expected useful lives of the assets concerned. The expected

processing units being £400. The Agency pools and

useful life of purchased computer software is 5 years.

capitalises printers and ofﬁce furniture on an annual basis.
In line with Departmental policy, the Agency does not
capitalise expenditure on improvements or enhancements to
its leasehold properties.
Properties regarded by the Agency as operational are valued
on the basis of existing use, or where this could not be
assessed because there is no market value for the property,
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Realised Element of Depreciation from Revaluation

and the increase during the year in the present value of

Reserve

~{ y~{{= wx{ w} |  ~{ ww}{ | { w{

Depreciation is charged to expenditure on the revalued
amount of assets. An element of depreciation therefore

included in other ﬁnance costs. Actuarial gains and losses are
recognised in the Statement of Recognised Gains and Losses.

arises due to the increase in valuation and is in excess of the

Operating Leases

depreciation that would be charged on the historical cost

Operating lease rentals are charged to the Operating Cost

of assets. The amount relating to this excess is a realised

Statement over the lease term.

gain on revaluation and is transferred from the Revaluation
Reserve to the General Fund.
f   |  bwx{ < Y~w}{

Early Retirement Costs
The Agency is required to meet the cost of paying pensions
of employees who have retired early, from the date of

The Agency provides for legal and constructive obligations,

their retirement through the life time of the pensioner /

which are of uncertain timing, or amount, at the balance

widow(er). The Agency has provided in full for this cost.

sheet date, on the basis of the best estimate of the
expenditure required to settle the obligation.

j~{ w  | ~{ wy{ | ~{ W}{y w{ z{ ~{

Pension Costs
j~{ W}{y= w|| x{ } 

VAT

y { | lWjD _{y {wx{ lWj  y~w}{z  ~{ {{w
{ | |  yw { 

expenditure category or included in the capitalised purchase

schemes, the Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (PCSPS

cost of ﬁxed assets. Where output tax is charged or input tax

– for Home Civil Service and Northern Ireland Civil Service

 {y {wx{B ~{ w  w{ w{z { | lWjD

w||?B ~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{ >jii ¤ |  w
teaching staff), and the Northern Ireland Local Government

Notional Costs

e|¢y{= i{ww  Y {{ iy~{{ >d_b]eiY ¤ | 

_ wyy zwy{ ~ j{w= \wyw h{ } cww

all other staff). Payment of future beneﬁts is a charge to

>\h{c?B w   w y  {£{y} ~{ y  | yww { {z

~{ fYifi >]X?B fYifi>d_?B jiiB wz d_b]eiYD [y{ | 

in the year by the Agency is included in operating costs. The

the NILGOSC scheme, the Agency meets the cost of pension

y~w}{ |  ~{ {w  ywyw{z } ~{ j{w= wzwz

cover through the payment of charges calculated on an

discount rate of 3.5% applied to the average capital employed,

accruing basis. Contributions are charged to the Operating

deﬁned as total assets less total liabilities.

Cost Statement as incurred.

Notional amounts are also included as charges in respect of

The pension costs of the NILGOSC scheme are assessed

costs to the Agency borne by other Government Departments

in accordance with the advice of independent qualiﬁed

or organisations.

actuaries using the market led approach. The latest actuarial

Insurance

ww  | ~{ y~{{ {{ w IG cwy~ HFFMD

[y{ ~{{ ~{{  w w  {{{  z  B

Pension scheme assets are measured using the market value.

the Agency does not take out general insurance. Instead,

f{  y~{{ wx{ w{ {w{z } ~{  {y{z

expenditure in connection with uninsured risks is charged as

unit method and discounted at the current rate of return

incurred.

on a high quality corporate bond of equivalent term to the

Funding

liability.

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  ¢wy{z x  {w{

The increase in the present value of the liabilities of the

voted by Parliament. Its provision is currently set out in

W}{y= z{¢{z x{{¢ {  y~{{ w} | 

Request for Resources 1 of the Northern Ireland Ofﬁce.

employee service in the period is charged to the Operating
Y  iw{{D j~{ {{y{z {  ~{ y~{{= w{
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2

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

-

11

4

4

___________C

I
___________

4
___________

18
___________

JN
21

GGG
13

1
___________

1
___________

70
___________

125
___________

___________

___________

74
___________
___________

143
___________
___________

Total
2008-2009
=FFF
GGBNMH
983
1,132

Total
2007-2008
=FFF
GGBJOH
1,023
1,440

Other pension costs

251
251
______________________________________________

1,564
____________

j w [ { Y 

GIBMLG
HKG
GJBFGH
______________________________________________

GKBKGO
____________

OPERATING INCOME
Administration Income
Contribution to Running Costs
Tuckshop Proﬁts
iw{ | [{

Programme Income
Contribution to Running Costs
Y x   f {y
Student Placement Income
cy{w{  _y {

Total Operating Income

3

STAFF COSTS & NUMBERS
(i) Staff costs consist of:

mw}{ < ww{
Social security costs
Annual service cost (NILGOSC)

Permanent
Staff
=FFF
GGBLHG
983
1,132

Others
=FFF
HKG
-

1

j~ yz{ ~{ {{w{ | ~{ v ~{=    | G  {{y | w {  wx }  ~{ d_b]eiY

pension scheme (see Note 13).
>? [ {{ dx{
The average number of persons employed during the year is set out below.
Permanent
Others
Staff
Nos
Nos
Wz <   w||
HN
C

Total
2008-2009
Nos
HN

Total
2007-2008
Nos
HM

Operational staff

340
28
368
______________________________________________

368
____________

Total

368
28
396
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

395
____________
____________
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The employee does not have to contribute but where they

Pension beneﬁts are provided through the Northern Ireland

do make contributions, the employer will match these up

Civil Service pension arrangements which are administered

to a limit of 3% of pensionable salary (in addition to the

by Civil Service Pensions (CSP). Staff in post prior to 30 July

{ {= xwy y x ?D [ { w y x{

HFFM w x{  { | ~{{ w  xw{z v¢w ww=

a further 0.8% of pensionable salary to cover the cost of

deﬁned beneﬁt arrangements (classic, premium, and classic

centrally-provided risk beneﬁt cover (death in service and ill

plus). These arrangements are unfunded with the cost of

health retirement).

beneﬁts met by monies voted by Parliament each year.
Pensions payable under classic, premium, and classic plus are
increased annually in line with changes in the Retail Prices
_z{D d{ {w  }   w|{ G ey x{ HFFH wz
before 30 July 2007 could choose between membership
| {   } w } z w v { y~w{=

The accrued pension quoted is the pension the member
is entitled to receive when they reach pension age, or
immediately on ceasing to be an active member of the
scheme if they are at or over pension age. Pension age is 60
for members of ywyB {B and classic plus and 65
for members of nuvos.

stakeholder arrangement with a signiﬁcant employer
contribution (partnership pension account). New entrants

Further details about the Civil Service Pension arrangements

 }   w|{ IF ` HFFM w{ {}x{ |  {x{~

can be found at the website www.civilservice-pensions.gov.uk

of the nuvos arrangement or they can opt for a partnership

The Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (GB)

{  wyy D d   w v{w{z { = ww}{{

The Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme - PCSPS (GB) is

in which members accrue pension beneﬁts at a percentage

an unfunded multi-employer deﬁned beneﬁt scheme, but

rate of annual pensionable earnings throughout the period

~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  wx{  z{|  ~w{ |

| y~{{ {x{~D j~{ y{ w{  HDI;D [w{z

underlying assets and liabilities. A full actuarial valuation

pension beneﬁts are increased annually in line with increases

w yw{z  w w IG cwy~ HFFMD Z{w yw x{

in the RPI and attract annual pension increase.

found in the resource accounts of the Cabinet Ofﬁce: Civil

[ {{ y x  w{ { w ~{ w{ | GDK; |

Superannuation (www.civilservice-pensions.gov.uk).

pensionable earnings for classic and 3.5% for premium,

\  HFFNCHFFOB { {= y x  z{w{z  ~{

classic plus and nuvos. Beneﬁts in classic accrue at the rate

table below were payable at one of four rates in the range

of 1/80th of pensionable salary for each year of service. In

17.1% to 26.5% per cent of pensionable pay, based on

wzz B w   {w{  ~{{ {w= {  

salary bands (2007-2008, 17.1% to 26.5%).

payable on retirement. For premium, beneﬁts accrue at the
rate of 1/60th of ﬁnal pensionable earnings for each year of
service. Unlike classic, there is no automatic lump sum (but
members may give up (commute) some of their pension to
provide a lump sum). Classic plus is essentially a variation
of premium, but with beneﬁts in respect of service before 1

f{ 

Y x 

Y x 

Provider

2008-2009
=FFF

2007-2008
=FFF

17

18

PCSPS (GB)

October 2002 calculated broadly as per classic.
The partnership pension account is a stakeholder pension
arrangement. The employer makes a basic contribution
of between 3% and 12.5% (depending on the age of the
member) into a stakeholder pension product chosen by the
employee.
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and subsequent amendments apply to the scheme. The

every four years following a full scheme valuation. The

scheme is presently notionally funded. The rate of the

contribution rates reﬂect beneﬁts as they are accrued,

{ {= y x   z{{{z |  {  { x

not when the costs are actually incurred, and reﬂect past

the Government actuary and advised by the Department

experience of the scheme.

of Finance and Personnel. For 2008-2009 the contribution

[ {{  } w|{ G ey x{ HFFH y z  

{ w

partnership pension account, a stakeholder pension with an

w{ {{ GIDL; { {=B wz LDJ; { {{= >HFFMC
HFFNB GIDL; { {= wz LDJ; { {{=?D

{ { y x D d o ~ `y{ W}{y w|| ~w{

The total employer pension cost under the Scheme was £92k

taken up this option.

(2007-2008, £112k).

The Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (NI)

The Northern Ireland Local Government Ofﬁcers’

The Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme - PCSPS (NI) is an

Superannuation Committee Scheme (NILGOSC)

unfunded deﬁned beneﬁt scheme which produces its own

This Scheme is a deﬁned beneﬁts type, and the fund is

{ y{ wyy B x ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  wx{

invested in suitable investments, managed by the Committee.

to identify its share of underlying assets and liabilities. The

\  HFFNCHFFO ~{ y x  w{ {{ GK; { {=B

most up to date actuarial valuation was carried out as at 31

wz L; { {{= >HFFMCHFFNB GI; { {= wz L;

cwy~ HFFM wz z{w | ~ ww  w{ wwwx{  ~{

{ {{=?D

Department of Finance and Personnel Superannuation and
other Allowances Account (www.civilservice-pensions.ni.gov.uk).

The total cost charged to the operating cost statement in
2008-2009 was £1,132k (2007-2008, £1,440k). The total

\  HFFNCHFFO { {= y x  z{w{z  ~{ wx{

employer contributions paid under the Scheme was £1,141k

below were payable to the PCSPS(NI) at one of four rates

(2007-2008, £917k).

in the range 16.5% to 23.5% per cent of pensionable pay,
based on salary bands (2007-2008, 17.1% to 26.5%).
f{ 
Provider

of independent qualiﬁed actuaries using the market led

Y x 
2008-2009
=FFF

Y x 
2007-2008
=FFF

263

237

PCSPS (NI)

approach. The latest actuarial valuations of the Scheme
{{ w IG cwy~ HFFMD
The Agency operates a deﬁned beneﬁt scheme for speciﬁc

The contribution rates reﬂect beneﬁts as they are accrued in
a period, not when the costs are actually incurred, and reﬂect
past experience of the scheme.
[ {{  } w|{ G ey x{ HFFH y z  

The pension costs are assessed in accordance with the advice

employees. The assets of the Scheme are held separately
from the Agency. Pension scheme assets are measured using
the market value. Pension scheme liabilities are measured
} ~{  {y{z  {~ z wz zy {z w ~{

{ w

current rate of return on a high quality corporate bond of

partnership pension account, a stakeholder pension with an

equivalent term to the liability. The increase in the present

{ { y x D d o ~ `y{ W}{y w|| ~w{

w{ | ~{ wx{ | ~{ W}{y= z{¢{z x{{¢

taken up this option.

pension scheme arising from employee service in the period

The Teachers’ Superannuation Scheme (TSS)

is charged to the Operating Cost Statement. The expected

j~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{  w y x 
y~{{ wz{{z x ~{ Z{w{ | [zyw D
The conditions of the Superannuation (NI) Order 1972,
~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  h{}w  >d_? GOONB
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from the passage of time are included in other ﬁnance costs.
Actuarial gains and losses are recognised in the Statement of
Recognised Gains and Losses.
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4

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

430
HLO
HI
LIF
638
458
386
JOH
JKO
8
9
7
5
43
___________

608
HJJ
HF
KMN
574
529
256
IHJ
JKN
6
92
22
63
___________

IBNKM
___________

IBMMJ
___________

NKM
JHG
83
___________

GBKMI
JGK
118
___________

GBILG
___________

HBGFL
___________

248
1
21
36
4
37
___________

143
2
17
44
5
40
___________

347
___________

251
___________

f z{z x e~{ Z{w{ < W}{y{P
Audit Fee
cy{w{  Y 

21
HK
___________

15
HJ
___________

Total Other Current Expenditure

46
___________
___________
KBLGG
___________
___________

39
___________
___________
LBGMF
___________
___________

OTHER CURRENT EXPENDITURE
Administration Costs
Staff Related Costs
jw{ < ix{y{
h{w kz{ e{w} b{w{ ¤ d  bwz < Xz}
h{w kz{ e{w} b{w{ ¤ bwz < Xz}
Accommodation Costs
General Ofﬁce Costs
Utilities
cw{wy{ < h{w
f |{ w i{y{ < Wz  Y 
Hospitality
Loss on Disposal of Fixed Assets
Permanent Diminution of Fixed Assets on Indexation
Write-off of Fixed Assets
Other Administration Costs
Programme Costs
[{w \z}
i{B i{y{ < i {
Other Programme Costs
Notional Costs
f z{z x fw{ Z{w{P
IT Support
Internal Audit
Personnel Support
Pay
Welfare
Training
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COST OF CAPITAL & INTEREST

>w?

Cost of Capital – The Agency bears a notional charge calculated at the Government standard rate of 3.5% on the
average capital employed deﬁned as total assets less total liabilities. In 2008-2009 this amounted to £451k (20072008, £475k).

>x?

ej^[h \_dWdY[ Yeiji
d_b]eiY f{  bwx
[{y{z {  {  y~{{ w{

6

HFFNCHFFO

HFFMCHFFN

=FFF

=FFF

GBFII

GBFIG

Interest on pension scheme liabilities

(1,244)
(1,072)
____________________________

Net Return

>HGG?
>JG?
____________________________

EXCEPTIONAL COST – IMPAIRMENT OF BUILDINGS
The Operating Cost Statement (OCS) contains an impairment charge of £684k (2007-2008, £795k credit)
{{{} ~{ z{y{w{  ~{ ww  x bwz < f { i{y{ | ~{ `{{ `y{ Y{{ xz} w
m zwzB Xw}  w IG cwy~ HFFOD

Reconciliation of OCS Impairment Charge to Fixed Asset Note
Cost

Deprec

Net

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

(1,045)

361

>LNJ?

JJC Woodlands, Bangor
Charged to Operating Cost Statement
Whiteﬁeld, Belfast
Charged to Revaluation Reserve

(200)
18
>GNH?
_________________________________________

Total per Fixed Asset Note

>GBHJK?
IMO
>NLL?
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
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TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Assets
Land & Furniture

Plant &

Buildings & Fittings

Vehicles Equipment

IT

Under

Total

Equipment Construction 2008-2009

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

GOBHOK

LLN

HGK

KJM

LLF

C

HGBINK

Additions

-

62

-

87

83

22

254

Disposals

-

(23)

-

(4)

(1)

-

>HN?

Impairments and Write - offs

(1,245)

-

-

(1)

(4)

-

>GBHKF?

Revaluation or Indexation

15
23
4
(18)
24
_____________________________________________________________

W IG cwy~ HFFO

GNBFKF
MHH
HIN
LII
MHF
HH
HFBINK
_____________________________________________________________

Cost or Valuation
At 1 April 2008

Depreciation
At 1 April 2008

-

214

150

217

303

-

884

Y~w}{ |  o{w

IMO

GFG

HM

NF

GGL

C

703

-

(15)

-

(3)

(1)

-

>GO?

(379)

-

-

-

-

-

>IMO?

Disposals
Impairments and Write - offs
Revaluation or Indexation

6
19
13
(11)
27
_____________________________________________________________

W IG cwy~ HFFO

C
IFL
GOL
IFM
JFM
C
GBHGL
_____________________________________________________________

Net Book Value

_____________________________________________________________

W IG cwy~ HFFO

GNBFKF
JGL
JH
IHL
IGI
HH
GOBGLO
_____________________________________________________________

W IG cwy~ HFFN

GOBHOK
JKJ
LK
IFI
IKM
C
HFBKFG
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

W wz < xz} zy {z wx { w{ |{{~ zD bwz ~{z x ~{ W}{y w w{z w LOK w IG cwy~ HFFO
>NFJ w IG cwy~ HFFN?D
Basis of Valuation
j~{ bwz < f { i{y{ yw{z  w | ww  | wz wz xz} w IG cwy~ HFFOB  wyy zwy{ ~
~{ h_Yi Www wz lww  cwwD j~{ { | ww   x{ yw{z  w IG cwy~ HFGJD
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8

INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

At 1 April

158

155

Additions

-

3

Disposals

-

-

Revaluation

___________-

___________-

At 31 March

158
___________

158
___________

116

85

23

31

-

-

Revaluation

___________-

___________-

At 31 March

139
___________

116
___________

Net Book Value

___________

At 31 March 2009

19
___________
___________

W IG cwy~ HFFN

JH
___________
___________

Cost or valuation

Depreciation
At 1 April
Charged in year
Disposals

9

>?

DEBTORS
2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

NH

LG

GHM

NF

37
___________

86
___________

246
___________
___________

227
___________
___________

W  z{  { ~w G {w
h{y {wx{ lWj
f{w{ < Wyy{z _y {
Other Debtors
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CASH AT BANK AND IN HAND

Bank
Cash in Hand

Bank Overdraft
Total Cash at Bank and in Hand

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

4

12

7
___________

7
___________

11
___________

19
___________

(306)

(30)

___________

___________

>HOK?
___________
___________

>GG?
___________
___________

The above ﬁgures do not include balances of non-public funds of £1k (2007-2008, £1k) held for the beneﬁt of
young people in custody, or £6k (2007-2008, £4k) of youth conference retribution monies payable to victims or their
nominated beneﬁciaries.

11

>?

CREDITORS
2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

Trade Creditors

207

486

Wyyw < Z{|{{z _y {

KLI

GBHKO

C

HKK

174
___________

137
___________

OJJ
___________

HBGIM
___________

306
___________

30
___________

GBHKF
___________

HBGLM
___________

Z{ ~ { {w

jww  < i yw i{y
Other Creditors

Bank Overdraft
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INTRA-GOVERNMENTAL BALANCES
Z{x P

Z{x P

Y{z P

Y{z P

Amounts

Amounts

Amounts

Amounts

Falling Due

Falling Due

Falling Due

Falling Due

within

after one

within

after

one year

year

one year

one year

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

d_e Y {B  W}{y{ < dZfX

GG

C

IHO

C

Other Central Government Bodies

82

-

24

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

12

-

C

C

G

C

Included in debtors and creditors are the following
intra-governmental balances at 31 March 2009

Local Authorities
NHS Trusts
fxy Y  w  < jwz} \z
X z{ [{w  ] {{

GKF
C
NNJ
C
__________________________________________________
HJL
C
GBHKF
C
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Included in debtors and creditors are the following
intra-governmental balances at 31 March 2008
=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

d_e Y {B  W}{y{ < dZfX

GN

C

IMO

C

Other Central Government Bodies

61

-

918

-

-

-

1

-

66

-

-

-

C

C

C

C

Local Authorities
NHS Trusts
fxy Y  w  < jwz} \z
X z{ [{w  ] {{

NH
C
NLO
C
__________________________________________________
HHM
C
HBGLM
C
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES & CHARGES
Early
Legal Cost

Retirement

Total

Provision

Provision

Other

2008-2009

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

At 1 April 2008

283

381

1,000

GBLLJ

Provided in the year

103

220

-

323

Provision Utilised in year

(70)

(91)

-

>GLG?

Amounts Released

(178)
(1,000)
>GBGMN?
___________________________________________________________________

At 31 March 2009

138
510
648
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

The provisions for liabilities and charges represent the best estimate of the amount payable at the balance sheet date.
j~{ {}w y     {w{   {w y {w  w{ wz w yw{z {}w y  | w|| { w  yw
and industrial tribunal cases against the Agency, which are expected to be settled in the 2009-2010 ﬁnancial year.
The early retirement provision relates to inherited pension costs associated with the early departure of staff in the
years prior to creation of the Agency. The costs are payable to NILGOSC and are payable over the lifetime of the
retired staff member and his/her spouse (where applicable).
j~{ ~{    {{{ w wx }  ~{ d_b]eiY {  y~{{ w IG cwy~ HFFN w w { |
certain allowances payable to staff at Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre being incorporated within their pensionable
pay, and is due to the increase in pension liabilities arising from higher pensionable salaries. This liability has been
released during the year as it is now included within the actuarial valuations of the NILGOSC pension liability at 31
cwy~ HFFO >{{ d { GJ?D W w{  d_b]eiY | w w{ G  x{ wz{  HFFOCHFGF  {zy{ ~{
y{w{  W}{y= wx yw{z x ~{ y{w{  { wx{ wD

14

PENSION COMMITMENTS

14.1

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y w{ { { y x   ~{ d ~{ _{wz b yw ] {{ e|¢y{
Superannuation Scheme (NILGOSC) which is a funded scheme of the deﬁned beneﬁt type.
Previously the Agency took advantage of the multi employer provisions within FRS 17 and accounted for pension
y   { ~ ~{ { { y x  wzD ^ {{B |  HFFLCHFFM = x{{  x{  z{¢{ ~{ W}{y=
share of the funds, assets/liabilities and as a result the following disclosures are provided inline with FRS17. The latest
wyww ww  | ~{ y~{{ w yw{z  w IG cwy~ HFFMB ~{ wx wz y  ywyw  xw{z 
assumptions carried forward from the latest valuation are shown below.
The principal actuarial assumptions used for the calculations were:
31/3/09
31/3/08
31/3/07
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Rate of increase in salaries

4.30%

5.00%

4.70%

Rate of increase in pensions in payment

2.80%

3.50%

3.20%

Discount rate

6.70%

6.30%

5.30%

Inﬂation assumption
2.80%
3.50%
3.20%
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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GJDG

>y {z?
Average expected future life at age 65 for:
31/3/09
31/3/08
31/3/07
____________________________________________________________________________________________
cw{ |¢y{ y{ w}{z LK

HGDJ

GNDK

GNDK

Female ofﬁcers currently aged 65

24.4

21.4

21.4

cw{ ww w|| y{ w}{z LK

GNDM

GLDF

GLDF

Female
manual staff currently aged 65
22.5
19.7
19.7
____________________________________________________________________________________________
GJDH

W{ < wx{ | ~{ y~{{
The market value of assets in the scheme and the expected rate of return were:
Long term

Long term

Long term

rate of

rate of

rate of

return

return

return

expected at

Value at

expected at

Value at

expected at

Value at

31/3/09

31/3/09

31/3/08

31/3/08

31/3/07

31/3/07

;
=FFF
;
=FFF
;
=FFF
____________________________________________________________________________________________
[{

KDNF;

GFBOIM

LDKF;

GHBLNK

LDNF;

GHBGIK

Property

5.30%

1,157

6.00%

1,586

6.30%

1,517

Gilts

3.80%

1,100

4.50%

1,269

4.80%

1,213

Cash
0.50%
1,273
5.25%
317
5.25%
303
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Total value of scheme assets

14,467

15,857

15,168

Present value of funded scheme
liabilities
(20,037)
(18,996)
(19,291)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
\z{z y~{{ z{¢y
Irrecoverable surplus

>KBKMF?

>IBGIO?

>JBGHI?

-

-

-

Unfunded
liabilities
____________________________________________________________________________________________
j w z{¢y
Related deferred tax (liability)/asset

>KBKMF?

>IBGIO?

>JBGHI?

no allowance

no allowance

no allowance

d{
wx
>KBKMF?
>IBGIO?
>JBGHI?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
_ { ~ ~{ w{z{z    | \hiGMB  {z {y{ ~w{ x{{ {w{z w ~{ xzCw{ w IG cwy~
HFFOD f  o{w w  w IG cwy~ HFFN wz HFFM ~w{   x{{ {w{z w ~{ z||{{y{    y z{{z 
be material.
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14.3

Return on scheme assets
The overall expected return on scheme assets have been derived as the weighted average of the expected returns on
the categories of assets held by the scheme at the balance sheet date. The asset allocation used has been based on
the most recent information available and the notional assets at the balance sheet date.

The actual return on scheme assets was
14.4

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

(2,903)

652

1,132

1,440

-

-

Analysis of amount charged to operating cost statement
Current Service Cost
Past Service Cost

Losses/(gains) on settlements and curtailments
____________________________________________________________________________________________
GBGIH
GBJJF
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
GJDK

Ww | w  y~w}{z 

~{ ¢wy{ y 

[{y{z {  {  y~{{ w{

GBFII

GBFIG

Interest on pension scheme liabilities
(1,244)
(1,072)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Net Return
>HGG?
>JG?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
14.6

Amounts recognised in the SRGL
Actuarial gain/(losses)

(2,229)

1,548

Decrease/(increase) in irrecoverable surplus
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Total
>HBHHO?
GBKJN
____________________________________________________________________________________________
14.7 ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Cumulative gain recognised in the SRGL
GH
HBHJG
____________________________________________________________________________________________
GJDN

h{y yw  | ~{ w{ | ~{ y~{{ wx{
Opening value of scheme liabilities

18,996

19,291

1,132

1,440

-

-

JKM

JIJ

1,244

1,072

Actuarial losses / gains

(1,707)

(3,230)

Curtailment loss / gain

-

-

Settlements

-

-

Service cost
Past service cost
c{x{ y x 
Interest on scheme liabilities

Beneﬁts paid
(85)
(11)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Y } w{ | y~{{ wx{
HFBFIM
GNBOOL
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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14.9

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

15,857

15,168

[{y{z {

GBFII

GBFIG

Actuarial losses

(3,936)

(1,682)

[ { y x 

GBGJG

OGM

c{x{ y x 

JKM

JIJ

Beneﬁts paid

(85)

(11)

Reconciliation of the value of the scheme assets
Opening value of scheme assets

Assets
distributed on settlements
____________________________________________________________________________________________
C } w{ | y~{{ w{
GJBJLM
GKBNKM
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
14.10 Amounts for the current and previous three periods

FY09

FY08

FY07

FY06

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

Scheme liabilities

(20,037)

(18,996)

(19,291)

(17,616)

Scheme Assets

14,467
15,857
15,168
13,251
_________________________________________

Z{¢y

>KBKMF?
>IBGIO?
>JBGHI?
>JBILK?
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

[{{y{ wz{  wx{ ¤ }w E > {?
[{{y{ wz{  w{ ¤ }w E > {?

>HBIMJ?

GH

N

JL

>IBOIL ?

>GBLNH?

>HO?

GBOOH

GJDGG [ { y x 
Over the coming year, the Agency expects to contribute 16% of pensionable salaries from 1 April 2009.
15

RECONCILIATION OF MOVEMENT IN RESERVES
General

Revaluation

Total

Total

Fund

Reserve

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

W G W

GIBJFI

JGL

GIBNGO

GIBIFG

d{ l { \z}  o{w

HGBIJH

C

HGBIJH

HFBFGH

(21,621)

-

>HGBLHG?

>HGBONG?

C

C

-

75

(2,229)

-

>HBHHO?

GBKJN

HF

>HF?

-

-

-

(178)

>GMN?

99

393

-

393

290

_{{  Yww [ {z

JKG
_________

_________C

451
_________

475
_________

W IG cwy~

GGBMKO
_________
_________

HGN
_________
_________

GGBOMM
_________
_________

GIBNGO
_________
_________

Net Cost of Operations
W}{y [{z{ \z{z x fw{ Z{
Actuarial (Loss) / Gain on NILGOSC Pension Deﬁcit
jw|{ xE hEh < ]E\  {w{z z{{yw 
Surplus on Revaluation
Notional Costs
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GL

dej[i je j^[ YWi^ \bem ijWj[c[dj

>?

h{y yw  | { y  | {w   { yw~ £  |  {w} wy{
Notes

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

>HGBLHG?

>HGBONG?

M<N

MHL

MGJ

Diminution of Fixed Assets

4

7

22

Loss on Disposal of Fixed Assets

4

9

92

Impairment of Fixed Assets

6

684

(795)

Write-off of Fixed Assets

4

5

-

Notional Cost of Capital

5

451

475

Notional Costs

4

393

290

Finance Charge

14

211

41

GI < GJ

HMM

HBNGK

9

(19)

64

GG

>GBFIF?

>GNN?

GI <GJ

>GBIFH?
___________

>GBFNL?
___________

>HGBHFO?
___________
___________

>GOBKIM?
___________
___________

>JGM?

>HGH?

___________C

MK
___________

>JGM?
___________

>GIM?
___________

d{ Y  | e{w 
Wz{ |  d CYw~ jwwy 
Z{{yw 

d{ f    z{z  o{w
Wz{ |  c {{  f   < m } Yww
(Increase) / Decrease in Debtors
>Z{y{w{?  Y{z  b{ ~w G o{w
f   k{z  o{w
d{ Yw~ e£  |  e{w} Wy{

>?

h{y yw  | fy~w{ | \{z W{
j w Yww Wzz   o{w
b{ d  Yw~ Wzz   o{w \z{z x fw{ Z{w{

GK

j w Yw~ Wzz   o{w

>?

h{y yw  | d{ Yw~ \   c {{  d{ \z
>Z{y{w{? E _y{w{  Yw~ Z} ~{ o{w

GF

>HNJ?

IJI

d{ \z w iw | o{w

GF

>GG?
___________

>IKJ?
___________

>HOK?
___________

>GG?
___________

d{ \z w [z | o{w
Net Funds Comprise of:
Cash at Bank and in Hand

10

11

19

Bank Overdraft

10

(306)
___________

(30)
___________

>HOK?
___________
___________

>GG?
___________
___________
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17

CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

6

-

2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

IL

GKI

IGL

LJ

IFM
___________

JGM
___________

659
___________
___________

634
___________
___________

I

L

GN

HF

___________C

___________C

21
___________
___________

26
___________
___________

Capital expenditure, which at year-end was contracted for
but not provided in the accounts
18

LEASING COMMITMENTS

Land & Buildings
[ ~ G {w
[ w|{ G {w x    { ~w K {w
[ ~{{w|{

Other
[ ~ G {w
[ w|{ G {w x    { ~w K {w
[ ~{{w|{

19

OTHER FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS
The Agency has entered into non-cancellable contracts (which are not leases or PFI contracts) for security, court
escorting, bail fostering and support services and a multi-agency youth crime prevention initiative. Payments to
which the Agency is committed during 2009-2010, analysed by the period during which the commitment expires
are as follows.
2008-2009

2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

[ ~ G o{w

KHI

MHM

[ ~ HCK {w

KFJ

GNM

___________C

___________C

GBFHM
___________
___________

OGJ
___________
___________

[ ~{{w|{
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20

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
j~{ W}{y  y{ y {} w x{ | { w   zw xw yw x }~ x w||   }
people. Provision has been made in these ﬁnancial statements for cases where it is considered probable that payment
may be made in the future - see Note 13.
However, there are other cases which have not been provided for as the Agency does not consider it likely that
payment will be made e.g. because it expects that the Agency should be able to successfully defend these cases. The
{w{z w{ | y~ yw{ w IG cwy~ HFFO  GJN >HFFMCHFFNB LO? wz | w{ w{w{B ~{ 
do so during the 2009-2010 ﬁnancial year.

21

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  w [{y{ W}{y | ~{ d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{B ~y~  {}wz{z w w
{w{z wD j~{ W}{y w wwy ~ ~{ {{ |  ~y~ ~{ d_e  ~{ w{ Z{w{B P
- The Northern Ireland Prison Service
C j~{ Y  i y = e|¢y{
- Forensic Science Northern Ireland
- The Compensation Agency
- Northern Ireland Policing Board
- Police Service of Northern Ireland
- The Probation Board for Northern Ireland
The Agency also has various transactions with other government departments and central government
x z{D c  | ~{{ wwy  ~w{ x{{ ~ ~{ Z{w{ | ^{w~ < i yw i{y{B ~{
Z{w{ | \wy{ < f{ { wz {w{z W}{y{D
m~  { | ~{ {x{ | ~{ cww}{{ X wz  { ww}{{ | ~{ W}{y ~wz w { w
transactions with the Agency, the Agency had transactions with the following organisations connected to
{x{ | ~{ cww}{{ X wz wz {  ww}{{D W ~{ wwy  {{ y zy{z w w {}~D
Wy{ Y~wwB Z{y  | ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{B  w{z  j Y~ww ~ w  {z  ~{ z{}
| w} y { z{{{z x ~{ k{ | k{  o ~ `y{ W}{y w|| z} ~{ {w |  ~y~ ~{
University was paid £26,985.
c Zwz m{B Z{y  | Y  i{y{B  w {x{ | d_WYhe wz _yz{ o ~D _ wzz B c m{
{| ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  IG cwy~ HFFO  w{  ~{   | Z{y  | i{y{ w d_WYheD j~ {
organisations received £224,842 and £6,110 respectively, for services provided to the Agency during the year. The
o ~ `y{ W}{y w {y{{z HKBIIM |  d_WYhe |  ~{ {Cx{{ | ww y  | W}{y w||
seconded to NIACRO.
c{w m B ~{ |{ | c j~   X{B Ww Z{y  | Y  i{y{  ~{ { | ky 
Consultancy, which received £3,804 for training services provided to the Agency during the year.
c ]w{ a{w{B Ww Z{y  | Y  i{y{  w{z  ` ~ a{w{ ~  { {z w ]{ w
Resource Centre. During 2008-2009, the Agency paid £10,100 to the Centre for the rental of premises.
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c Yw~ ^{w{B ^{wz | ^w h{ y{  w {x{ | ~{ |z w} y {{ | ~{ y~wwx{
}ww B j~{ W X{ \ zw B w } ~ c [y `{ B ~

 `{  Y }D Z} ~{ {w

the Agency paid £37,618 to Jenkinson Consulting for training and consultancy services provided to the Agency.

22

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
j~{ yw~ {{{ | ~{ W}{y w{ w}{ { x ~{ d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{ ~ }~ ~{ [w{  y{D
Therefore, ﬁnancial instruments play a more limited role in creating risk than would apply to a non-public-sector body
| w w {D j~{ w  | ¢wyw { {w{  y wy  x  C¢wyw {  { ~ ~{
W}{y= {{y{z y~w{ wz w}{ {{{ wz ~{ W}{y  ~{{| { { {z  { y{zB z 
market risk.
j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y ~w   z{¢{z w ¢wyw { ~y~ w{ y {  w w }¢yw {z
to long-term role in its ﬁnancial risk proﬁle.

23

POST BALANCE SHEET EVENTS
j~{{ ~w{ x{{  f  Xwwy{ i~{{ [{ ~y~ wy  ~{{ ¢wyw w{{D

24

THIRD PARTY ASSETS
The young people in custody have a private cash facility for the lodgement of their pocket money and funding of tuckshop purchases. When the young people are discharged they are paid in full the balance on their account in cash.
Where a youth conference plan requires a young person to compensate a victim, the money is collected by the Agency
and held in a separate bank account until it is paid over to the victim.
31 March 2008

Gross Inﬂows

Gross Outﬂows

31 March 2009

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

____________________________________________________________
c {w w{ y~ w xw
xwwy{

25

5
62
60
7
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

ACCOUNTABILITY
No exceptional kinds of expenditure such as losses and special payments that require separate disclosure because of
their nature or amount were incurred.

HL

ZWj[ ed m^_Y^ j^[ \_dWdY_Wb ijWj[c[dji m[h[ Wkj^eh_i[Z \eh _iik[
These ﬁnancial statements were authorised for issue (dispatched to the House of Commons) on 1 July 2009.
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